FIVE and Reading Already!
Fun-focused Lessons to Teach Your Kids to Read

Five and Reading Already! is a book for parents (and anyone else) who’d like to teach children to read
and spell well— and to actually have fun doing it!
To be clear, the kids don’t have to be five. They could be four, or six, or even seven or eight. But five
seems to be a sweet spot for teaching kids to read. I could catch some flack for calling my book Five! as many
of my colleagues bristle at putting an expected age on learning to read, but I haven’t met a five-year-old who
wouldn’t benefit from these lessons. I would not say that kids have learning difficulties if they don’t learn to
read at five years of age, but I don’t think it’s anywhere near too early to begin instruction with kids who are
four or five years old.
INTRODUCTIONAs a classroom teacher who’s completed a doctoral dissertation investigating parents’ impact on their
young children’s literacy education, I am saying to you—the parent—that you must shoulder the responsibility
of teaching your child to read.
I know. I know. You didn’t sign up for this. If you had wanted to be a teacher, I’m betting that you
would have pursued that career. But you didn’t. Even if you had, I’m not certain that you’d be well equipped for
the task at hand. I wasn’t.
And why, if I’m a teacher, do I feel that you must teach your children to read? Am I being lazy? Am I
inadequate? What do I get paid for, after all?
I hear you.
I’m writing this book to teach you what to do to raise readers. Teaching kids to read may not be your
area of expertise, but if you don’t want to roll the dice and just hope your kids get excellent teachers who can
inspire and equip your children with all they need to know to be successful readers, you’re going to have to take
the lead. You don’t have to be a teacher to do this well. And I’m betting that you’re actually going to love every
single minute of it. It won’t be easy, but nothing truly amazing is easy. I can promise you this: It will be worth
it. You’ll be in the front row, watching your children learn to read. And it will be incredible.
I guess what I’m saying is . . . You cannot depend only on educators. First, not one educator is as
invested in your children as you are. We care. We really do. We work hard, lose sleep, search for the best
resources, spend LOTS of money on the books and supplies we believe our students will love. We assess,
reteach, assess again, question ourselves, ask our colleagues for input, skip lunch to squeeze in a little extra time
with your young learners, search online resources, and more. But it won’t always be enough. I, honestly, never
feel as though I’ve done enough to meet my students’ needs. Some days go by and, as I’m hugging my students
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good-bye, I realize that I haven’t even heard a particular student’s voice the whole day long. And I believe that
I’m a good teacher! How can that even happen?
We educators have 180 days to do all that we know to do to teach our students. Divide those days
among 25 (or so) needy students. Take away the time we spend managing behaviors, taking care of bookwork,
traveling to and from restrooms, lunches and fire drills, etc. and it seems like far too little time. And after those
180 days, we’re off to another group of learners. (The answer, by the way, is not to lock six year olds in
concrete block classrooms for longer periods of uninterrupted instructional time. It often feels inhumane the
way we’ve taken away music, gym, art, and recess time in the name of spending more time working to teach
our kids to read.)
Here’s another problem: Some of the most passionate teachers I know aren’t overly effective. They
work hard. They do the very best they know to do, but too often it’s just not enough. And, most important, what
teachers are doing is not always what your child truly needs.
So, I’m saying that it’s up to you.
You don’t have to balance the differing needs of 25 children. You can choose to teach your children
according to their time schedules. You can teach them on a cozy carpeted floor, at the dining room table, in a
blanket-thrown-over-a-table fort, or even at the park. You can stretch the lessons into many aspects of your day,
even beyond the 10-20 minute lessons I will be sharing with you. And, you can stick with one lesson until your
children truly get it rather than moving on when most kids get it.
Don’t worry. I’m going to help you to be your children’s most effective reading teacher. When your
children can read, then you can let the professional educators do the rest if you like. After all, a reader can read
to learn. The tricky part—the part that I’m encouraging you to do— is to teach your children to read.
When I taught first grade, up to one fourth of the students who entered my classroom were identified as
being “behind.” As a teacher of kids struggling to learn to read, it was my responsibility to move each student to
performing at or beyond grade level expectations, by the year’s end. With a doctorate and 20+ years experience,
I can tell you that I did not move every single student to where he or she needed to be. I made gains with each
one, and I moved more students to higher levels of proficiency each year, but it was never enough. No matter
what I’ve done, I have not done all I’ve wanted to do or needed to do to move kids forward.
I have to say that my students’ scores were high enough that I was unofficially permitted to ignore some
district suggestions regarding the resources that were to be used for instructional purposes. One year, a reading
specialist came into my room, handed me some poorly colored alphabet cards that were supposed to be hung on
my classroom walls, and she said that in order to be consistent and to provide my students with the necessary
tools, I was to hang those letters in a prominent place in my classroom. I said I’d think about it. I never hung up
those letters. I felt I knew more than the specialist. (I still do.)
Here’s the thing: I had deeply held convictions regarding what was and what wasn’t supposed to happen
within my classroom walls if I wanted my students to be as successful as they could be. It’s likely that many of
you, too, have deeply held convictions. If so, this book may be difficult for you to read, and putting what I’m
suggesting into practice may take some trust. And maybe you’re not ready for that. I have a lot of teacher
friends who cling to “the way it’s been done” and they are hesitant to try something new. I’m not suggesting,
simply, some cute lessons. What I am suggesting (begging, really) requires a change in philosophy.
I have often said that teachers and parents do what they do because they honestly believe it’s the best
thing for them to be doing. If they didn’t feel confident that it was best, they’d be doing something differently,
right? We just work that way. So, if I’m going to change my ways, I need proof that an alternative way is
superior to my own. You, too?
I could provide data showing my effectiveness in the classroom. I could provide letters of
recommendation from parents of students I’ve tutored as well as from the families who’ve participated in my
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Foundations for Literacy workshops. I could show you my degrees, and wave my title in front of you. But,
honestly, it comes down to why you picked up this book in the first place.
Why did you pick it up, anyway?
Whatever the reason you picked it up, that’s why you’ll read the following pages. Something’s not right,
and you’re looking for a solution. I’ve threatened to ask my state governor for a meeting so I could help him get
this education thing right. Instead, I decided to come to you, the parents. Together, one family at a time, we will
get our students reading and reading well. Even more important: Our kids are going to love reading! And you,
the parents, are going to make that happen. That’s my mission.
Here’s the bonus: You are going to have a great time doing it! It’s not all gloom and doom. You are
sincerely going to look forward to this time you’re dedicating to and for your children. Many parents feel like
these lessons are a wonderful time of connection that they may have missed had they not begun this program.
I’m confident that you will love the lessons. You’ll see sparks and smiles from your children that you might
have otherwise missed. I’ve even had parents remark that they became better spellers as a result of participating
in these lessons. Bonus!
If you’re a professional educator, I appreciate that you’re reading this book. You, too, are frustrated. I’m
sure of it. With the ever-increasing demands, the decreasing time to accomplish all that is required, and the lack
of respect for your role in children’s lives . . . It can all feel overwhelming and defeating. I know this: It’ll be a
miracle if I teach in a public classroom teacher’s role for thirty-five years! I just can’t do it. It’s too hard. I love
teaching. I do. But teaching takes its toll. It’s defeating to know that I’ll never be good enough to do all I hope
to do. And I’ll always be torn between my students and my own family.
So thank you for taking the precious time it requires to read another passionate reading teacher’s
convictions. Perhaps you, like me, are thirsty for new life to be breathed into your professional life. Sometimes
just hearing someone else’s words that resonate within our hearts is enough. It’s enough to make it through a
tough stretch or to sincerely look forward to a new year with a fresh start and a revitalized commitment to being
a spectacular teacher of reading.
This book is not a reading program. It will not replace classroom reading instruction. This is a collection
of fun-focused, explicit phonemic awareness (sounds in words) and phonics (connecting those sounds with
letters) lessons that may be systematically utilized within a workshop approach to literacy instruction, OR it
may be put to work on the living room floor of a home, OR it may be used in a preschool classroom, OR it may
be used in a tutoring situation. Each lesson will take about 10-20 minutes. If your children are highly engaged,
you could spend more time. If your children are distracted, you could spend less time. The point is, you’re
going to be equipping your children with the very tools they need to become readers. And, don’t miss this: Very
few educators are teaching these essential lessons in our schools. We have a code-based language, but our
kids aren’t learning the code.
Until now.
I am calling each lesson a Building Block, and it is these Building Blocks that provide the foundation for
literacy upon which our kids’ reading and writing success— and thereby their academic success—is built.

How it works:
I’ve organized this book with your convenience in mind. At the beginning of each section, I’ve provided a list
of supplies that you may choose to use for the lessons. It’s likely that you already have a lot of the supplies on
hand. If you need some items, you can pick them up when you’re at the library, the grocery store, and/or your
favorite discount store. I’ve provided Amazon.com links for you to use should you find them helpful. When the
Amazon.com items were available for large quantities only, I noted that you should pick the items up at a local
grocery store. I also have kits available that include everything you need for these lessons that may be ordered
from drchristinawilliams.com. Those items are in bold print where the needed materials are listed. I’ve also
made it possible for you to make your own teaching tools (such as word cards) by creating Word documents
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and printing them on your home printer. Note that the teaching tools are listed both at the beginning of each
teaching unit and then again separated by lesson. I did this so that you could choose the lessons and supplies
you’d like to utilize. I’d love for you to do all of the lessons, but if you need to pick and choose, those lists will
be beneficial.
Each literacy lesson features a particular skill, and the skills build one upon another in a deliberate progression
with one lesson building upon the previous lessons. In this way, your kids will continually review earlier
lessons as they build to more and more complex lessons that serve to make more and more sophisticated words
available to your soon-to-be readers.
Each phonics lesson features a book to be read that introduces the lesson, a repeated phrase and motion that
helps kids to recall letters and letter combinations along with the corresponding sound(s). There are games,
snacks, and plenty of fun-focused opportunities for your kids to practice each targeted skill.
When letters are written between forward slashes like this /th/, you will read that as the sound those letters
represent. When letters are written with dashes between them, you will spell out the letter names. d-o-g = deeoh-jee.
At one point, early in the lessons, I remind you to have kids practice spelling words in addition to decoding or
reading words. It’s not too early to practice spelling, and that practice absolutely reinforces reading skills.
Remember, you may progress at your own pace, but you’ll need to be consistent and keep your child’s
personality in mind. Engaging in these lessons daily or even every-other-day is ideal.
Throughout the first few chapters, I’ve provided lots of information that’s just for you, the parents. It is my hope
that you’ll read what I’ve written and that it will fuel your enthusiasm and provide you with all you need for
successful engagement with your kids.
I am eager to begin. Are you?

PHONEMIC AWARENESS
CHAPTER ONE – HEARING THE SOUNDS IN WORDS
In this chapter, I’ll share: 1) why phonemic awareness is important, 2) many fun ways you can help your
children build their awareness of phonemes, and 3) how these skills will impact reading and spelling success.
I want you to know that demonstrating an awareness of sounds in words can be a little tricky. If you find that
you’re not quite hearing all of the sounds in words, don’t be concerned. Phonemic awareness in not necessarily
a prerequisite for learning to read and spell, but it is a very strong predictor of reading and writing achievement,
and it is certainly worthwhile for us to engage our kids in fun-focused explorations of the sounds in words.
Remember, the English language is code-based. For us, that simply means that we have symbols, the letters of
the alphabet, and that those letters that represent sounds or phonemes. We won’t be addressing letter names, in
these first lessons. We’re just going to think about and play with sounds in words. Understand that when
students can hear, repeat, and manipulate sounds in words, they are setting up for reading and spelling success
and thereby strong academic achievement.
As you begin to heighten your children’s awareness of sounds in words through playful, foundation-building
interactions, your soon-to-be-readers will become better equipped to connect those sounds with letters. That’s
what we call phonics. Again, since we’re focusing on the sounds without addressing letter names, we’re
working on building phonemic awareness.
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I will be providing several different Building Block activities, that will equip your children to become
successful readers, and YOU will be in the front seat to watch the magic. I would love for you to do all of the
Building Block activities for each lesson over a couple of days to a week or more. Each activity in this section
serves to promote phonemic awareness. Each of the Building Blocks will help to build a solid foundation for
literacy.
Here are some suggestions for success across every lesson:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Schedule your Building Block activity time for when your children will receive it best. Make it a date!
(Asking kids to come in from playing with friends or to turn off the video game to “get this stuff done”
isn’t inspiring.)
Smile a lot. Laugh. Give words of encouragement, but keep it real. (Kids know when we’re faking!)
Avoid saying, “You’re so smart.” If children hear these words when they do something well, they may
be less inclined to take risks the next time because they don’t want to loose their “smart” status.
Avoid saying, “No.” If your children do something incorrectly, recognize that you understand why they
thought that (if it’s true), then provide the correct response, and give a quick tip so they can get it the
next time. (Ask someone to watch you to be sure you’re not furrowing your brow or shaking your head –
no– when you’re working with your children. Sometimes we don’t even know that our very demeanor
appears negative.)
If your children don’t get it, spend some time modeling correct responses. Remember, we’re teaching
not quizzing.
Continually monitor your children’s levels of engagement. Quit before they lose interest. Leave them
eager to begin again the next time. Do not set a timer or make bribes. This time should feel like it is the
reward. It should not require one.
You may, certainly, repeat lessons if additional practice is needed. Keep coming back to the tricky ones.
Remember that you don’t have to be captivating. Strive instead to be captivated (by your child). S/he
truly is a marvel. Am I right?
Finally, share your successes! Have your children show off their new skills with others. Genuine praise
is pure glory!

BUILDING BLOCK #1: Rhyming Words
One fun way to build your children’s phonemic awareness is to read books with strong rhyming patterns. Words
that rhyme are words that have the same sounds from the final vowel (a, e, i, o, or u), on. Actually, those are
considered perfect rhymes. If you listen to music in most any genre, you recognize that many lyricists also use
imperfect rhymes, where the words are “close” to rhyming, but the sounds aren’t exactly the same.
In this lesson, we’re going to think about, perfect rhymes.
There are lots of games for you to play throughout the upcoming days to promote your children’s sense of
rhyme. I suggest that you read at least one rhyming book a day.
Also, Dr. Seuss (and others) uses crazy, made-up words to make rhymes, and you can, too! We don’t want all of
the words to be nonsense words, but certainly some of them can be. It’s fun!
Make it your diligent aim to engage in one of these Building Block Activities, each day:
BUILDING BLOCK #1a: Fill in the correct Rhyming Words
To begin, read a book with a strong rhyming pattern. You may wish to choose one of these:
Bear Wants More

Bear Wants More
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Each Peach Pear Plum

Little Blue Truck

Each Peach Pear Plumb

Little Blue Truck

Giraffes Can't Dance

Giraffes Can't Dance

More Spaghetti I Say

More Spaghetti I Say

That Cat Can't Stay

That Cat Can't Stay

There's a Wocket in My Pocket

There's a Wocket in My Pocket
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The Pout Pout Fish

The Pout Pout Fish

Get started reading and enjoying many books’ rhythm and rhyme. Stop, on occasion, to see if your children can
fill in the second word that completes the rhyme that you strategically omit. For example, in the Little Blue
Truck by Alice Schertle, you might say,
“Neigh,” said the horse.
“Quack,” said the duck.
“Beep,” said the friend-ly
little blue tr______.
You do want to include all of the sounds before the final vowel, as I’ve demonstrated with tr____. Our kids
only need to fill in the ending part of the rhyme. Otherwise, it’s just a guessing game. We definitely want our
kids to focus on the missing ending sound. We don’t want them to guess what word it could be. It’s not a little
blue bird. Though that would make sense, it doesn’t fit in with the rhyming pattern. We don’t want them to even
think of what rhyming word it could be. It’s not a little blue stuck. That rhymes, but it doesn’t make sense. By
making the initial sounds tr, we’re focusing on the rhyming pattern and providing enough support so it’s not a
guessing game. It’s hearing the pattern, and completing the pattern when provided the initial sounds.
For further practice of this typeSing:
“I’m a little tea pot
short and stout.
Here is my handle,
here is my sp_______.”
or, you could sing, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, but instead of singing all of the words, you could say,
“. . . Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sk____.”
Can your children fill in the correct word endings? If they can, that can indicate that they have a good sense of
rhyme.
BUILDING BLOCK #1b: Recognizing the Rhyming Words
Here’s a movement activity that my students love. I ask them to stand up and to march in place as I say lots of
rhyming words, keeping the marching beat. You might say a word, for example, on each right-footed step.
Then, when the kids hear a word that does NOT rhyme with the others, they are to plop down on the floor right
away. I often begin like this:
rub, tub, stub, flub, club, sub, dub, cub, rub, chub, feather, grub, hub . . .
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Hopefully, the kids plop down when they hear feather. If they don’t, read the words again, and YOU plop
down. Explain that the word feather doesn’t sound like the other words. All of the words end with /ub/, but the
word feather has a different ending. Tell them that they, too, are to listen for words that don’t follow the
rhyming pattern, and that when they hear a word that doesn’t have an ending sound like the others, they should
plop down right away.
You will be reminded, when you observe the word lists below, that we absolutely cannot depend on spellings to
determine whether words rhyme. Though your children won’t see the words as they’re playing this game with
you, you can make note of this fact with your kids, today or another day. By the way, we will have explicit
lessons teaching the varied ways to spell sounds in upcoming lessons. (And don’t worry. It’ll be fun!)
Remember to say these words fairly slowly and to speak very clearly correctly enunciating the sounds.
Here are some lists of rhyming words along with one non-rhyming word to use as you play the marching game:
rot, bought, caught, tot, lot, thought, not, dot, spot, fought, camera, pot, got . . .
hip, sip, trip, flip, ship, rip, drip, snip, grip, lip, rooster, slip, zip . . .
week, peek, freak, bleak, flipping, beak, sneak . . .
lend, bend, tend, mend, pool, send, blend . . .
start, chart, dart, cart, smart, game, tart, art . . .
blue, chew, glue, new, stew, shoe, boo, crew, do, goo, who, clue, dog, through, true . . .
bat, cat, that, spat, mat, chat, horse, sat, flat . . .
cab, flab, tab, paper, slab, grab. . .
core, snore, door, store, more, chore, oar, pour, shore, adore, four, ignore, man, roar, war . . .
sock, chalk, dock, flock, mock, talk, shock, man, crock, block . . .
car, star, bar, wind, far, jar . . .
ice, mice, twice, dice, nice, dirt, rice, vice . . .
goat, float, boat, smote, note, wrote, coat, vote, moat, gloat, throat, kind, bloat, tote . . .
trees, fleas, bees, knees, wheeze, please, glove, he’s, seize . . .
sun, done, nun, stun, won, pun, ton, shun, gun, fun, whack, bun, run . . .
bit, knit, fit, smile, hit, split . . .
BUILDING BLOCK #1c: Do These Words Rhyme?
•

“Do these words rhyme?”
Say a word (e.g. shot), and then, another word (e.g. caught). Ask if the words rhyme. Your
children will respond saying either yes or no.
If they respond incorrectly, repeat the words landing on the final sounds a little harder. Make
the final sounds in both words and say, “Yes, they do rhyme. I can tell because…” or “They
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don’t rhyme. I can tell because… Now, you try the next one. Listen carefully to the ending
sounds in each word.”
•

__(action) __ if these words rhyme.
For the next game, you simply name an action, “___(e.g. Smile)___ if these words rhyme. (e.g.
love/glove)
My students love this one! You can think of your own actions, depending on where you are. If
you’re outside, you could come up with many other things to do! If you are doing this at home,
your child could even be in the bathtub! (e.g. “If these words rhyme, wash your toes!”)
Action Ideas- smile, wink, high five, tap your head, jump, blow a kiss, touch your toes, rub your belly,
clap one time, clap two times, wave, give a thumbs up, stand on one leg, wiggle your nose, snort like a
pig, spin in a circle, etc.

Below is a word list, for your convenience. For non-rhyming words, simply mix two non-paired words
like had and egg. You may use this list of rhyming words for any of the games.
Word List:
had-bad
egg-leg
slip-trip
shop-plop
sun-won
day-stay
flea-tree
wise-guys
hope-nope
cute-suit
map-flap
head, red
bin, chin
hot-shot
sun-fun
stay-tray

feet-sweet
high-try
go-snow
true-flew
hook-book
snoop-goop
cart-smart
how-now
show-snow
horse, course
claw-straw
fur-stir
sing-thing
wink-pink
mall-hall
pal-shall

toy-joy
pal-Hal
small-tall
hug-tug
win-thin
slush-hush
cloud-plowed
mower-slower
fly-try
trick-stick
shape-cape
hop-flop
might-white
black-track
fellow-Jello
hat-cat

band-stand
star-car
gym-him
jet-net
rough-tough
good-would
best-rest
bow-cow
whip-sip
tie-buy
blue-shoe
grow-no
place-face
sock-clock
neck-deck
shirt-dirt

nickel-pickle
ball-tall
truck-stuck
fan-man
egg-leg
sip-tip
food-rude
boy-toy
hot-pot
win-tin
light-right
take-cake
seat-wheat
tug-bug
time-slime
tea-bee

BUILDING BLOCK #1d: Fill in the Blank With a Rhyming Word
•

Finish this rhyme. red/bed- blue/(e.g. glue)
In this game, you say two rhyming words to offer some support, and then you say another
word (that’s easily matched for rhyming) and encourage your children to fill in a rhyming
word.

•

clap, clap (clap hands together) snow - slap, slap (slap hands on legs) grow
This game has some action, so it may be more engaging. Also, the more senses we involve, the
more likely it is to stick with our kids. Clap your hands together twice, and say a word. Then slap
your hands on your legs, twice, and have your children fill in a rhyming word. Try to keep it
going without breaking the beat! It might help to have a list of easy rhyming words nearby. I
have provided one, above. Don’t worry. I’m not trying to insult your mad rhyming skills! I can
tell you from experience that sometimes it’s difficult to think of words on the fly. J
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Of course, your kids will not have to name the provided rhyming words. Any rhyming words
will do.
•

What rhymes with __miss__ and starts with __ /k/__? miss - __k(iss)__.
This game is a fun one, too. You want to try to keep it going— to keep a steady beat. Again, that
rhyming word list above will be helpful. Of course, you can certainly make up your own
rhyming words.
You simply say the first word, then you make the first sound of the second word, and the kids fill
in the rime. (Yes, that’s how it’s spelled!)
e.g.

You say: What rhymes with fly and starts with /tr/? (That /tr/ is called the onset. It’s the
part of the word that comes before the rime, which is the rhyming part of the word.) The
child will say try.
My friend’s daughter still talks about her mom posing this one:
What rhymes with art and starts with /f/?
Whatever it takes to captivate your child, right? J

BUILDING BLOCK #1e: Rhyming Word Videos
If you search for videos on the web that feature rhyming words, may I suggest that you choose those that do not
show the word spellings and that do provide the correct definition of rhymes? The top video in my most recent
Google search was not one I would recommend, so don’t lean on popularity to make your choices. But, I liked
the second one. It provided an accurate definition of rhymes, it focused only on the sounds- not the spellings,
and it was not terribly annoying. That sure helps!
Rhyming Word Video on YouTube Try this one!
I hope you enjoy playing with words along side your soon-to-be readers. Remember, as you play these games
together, you are adding building blocks that provide the foundation for your children’s literacy.
Now, we’ve spent a lot of time learning about rhyming words. It’s time to move on to another foundational
skill. Remember to keep coming back, as needed or desired, to practice rhyming words.

BUILDING BLOCK #2: Words Beginning With the Same Sounds & Words Ending With
the Same Sounds
Remember, the English language is a code-based language. For us, that simply means that we have symbols, or
letters, that represent sounds, or phonemes. For now, we’re just going to focus on and play with beginning and
ending sounds in words (not, necessarily, including the vowel). As you work to heighten your children’s
awareness of beginning and ending sounds through playful, foundation-building interactions, your soon-to-bereaders will become better equipped to connect those sounds with letters. That’s phonics. Today, we’re focusing
on sounds without addressing letter names. In other words, we’re continuing our work on building phonemic
awareness.
BUILDING BLOCK #2a- Listening to Beginning Sounds in Words
For this lesson, you may wish to have some flavored lip balm, a handheld mirror, and a tissue. It sounds crazy,
maybe, but you’ll soon see why . . .
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Presently, we are working to heighten kids’ awareness of sounds and we’re going to add some awareness of
what our mouths are actually doing when we produce those sounds. Often, I use a pointer finger, pointing to
my mouth, to draw attention to the sounds I want kids to hear. There are quite a few letters and letter
combinations that sound similar, and we want to help our kids distinguish those sounds one from another.
Recognizing what our mouths are doing as we make sounds can be helpful in identifying letter sounds and even
in promoting accurate speech, which absolutely can impact spelling skills. (e.g. twuck vs truck)
As I will often do, I encourage you to find a book to kick off this lesson featuring alliteration, or words that
begin with the same sounds. If you already have some, wonderful! If not, here are some that you can pick up at
your library or local bookstore, or you can order them online. Note that these book titles are directly linked to
Amazon.com for your convenience.
Here are some suggestions:
Tikki Tikki Tembo

Yo! Yes?

Tikki Tikki Tembo

Yo! Yes?

Click, Clack, Quackity-Quack

Click, Clack, Quackity-Quack

Six Sick Sheep

Six Sick Sheep

Watch William Walk

Watch William Walk
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As you’re reading one or more of these books or others like them, stop on occasion and ask, “What words, in
this sentence (or on these pages), begin with the same sounds?” Read the sentence(s) to the children. Do not
have them look at the pages, pointing out the words visually. We don’t want them to rely on finding the same
beginning letters on the pages. That is an unreliable approach. We want our kids to hear the sounds, to notice
when sounds are the same, and to notice when they differ. After the lesson, you can show the kids the words
that have different beginnings (like Hey! and Who? in Yo! Yes?), and you can teach them that sounds can be
spelled in a variety of ways, so we cannot rely on the first letter to determine whether words begin with the
same sounds or not.
BUILDING BLOCK #2b- What is My/Your Mouth Doing?
Materials you may choose to use:
Lip balm
Hand mirror
Tissue
To play the first game, point one pointer finger to your mouth when you make the first sound of a word. Move it
away from your mouth as you make the rest of the sounds in the word. Then, point the other pointer finger to
your mouth when you make the first sound of another word, and move it away from your mouth as you make
the rest of the sounds. You want to highlight what your mouth is doing at the beginnings of both words, so your
children can more readily note the similarities or differences as you produce those sounds.
I do this, in the beginning, because sometimes kids don’t quite get what I mean when I say, “What sound comes
at the beginning of the word.” It may be a little abstract for young ones, at first.
You can ask, “What were my lips doing at the beginning of the first word? What were they doing at the
beginning of the second word? Are they the same sounds, or are they different sounds? (By the way, it is
possible that your lips look like they’re doing the same things, but the sound produced is different. Think about
/p/ & /b, /t/ & /d/, /k/ & /g/, /f/ & /v/, and /s/ & /z/. Did you realize that?) We’ll avoid having our kids relying
solely on what our mouths are doing, but it can certainly be helpful.
There are some really tricky words with beginning sounds that may require the use of a tissue. For example,
when we say ship and chip, our mouths are doing nearly the same things for the beginning sounds. The primary
difference is the way the air is pushed through our mouths. You may use a tissue, held in front of your mouth,
to demonstrate the difference. Another example where a tissue may be necessary is with the words thin and that.
They do begin with exactly the same letters, but they make slightly different sounds. I refer to the two sounds
for t-h as either a puff (as in thin) because we’re puffing air out, or a buzz (as in that) because the teeth are
buzzing on our tongues.
As you’re working together through the activities below, you may notice that some children have some speech
considerations. For example, the words finger and think do not have the same beginning sounds, but, young
learners may say think like this: /fink/. Many kids confuse those sounds and others. If one of your children does
this, be matter-of-fact about it. No drama. Explain that you could practice saying the sound correctly, if you’d
both like to. Then, let it go. Move on. Remember to avoid saying, “No.” Instead, try saying, “That’s the tricky
one. We’ll get it. Remember, (e.g. /th/) this is the one where you stick out your tongue. I think you put your
teeth on your bottom lip like this: /f/. Watch me when I say think. Do you see my tongue? That’s what we do
when we make the /th/ (puff) or /th/ (buzz) sounds.” Invite your learners to use a hand mirror to observe their
own mouths as they produce sounds.
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I tell my students that sticking out our tongues is NOT ALLOWED (stern face), UNLESS we’re making a puff
or buzz sound (for t-h words). J
Words beginning with an /l/ as in like and a /y/ as in yawn actually have very similar mouth formations, but the
tongue is doing something different. If needed, TALK about what your mouths are doing. It sounds crazy, but
you can help your children move forward by risking a little CrAzY.
BUILDING BLOCK #2c- Do These Words Begin With the Same Sounds?
Now, to play the first game ask:
Do these words begin with the same sounds?
Have your children say the words before they tell you if they have the same beginning sounds or not. Again,
you may encourage them to use a hand mirror to enhance the talk about what your mouths are doing as you
produce the initial or beginning sounds.
Ask:
Do these words begin with the same sounds?
win & whisker
bowl & blocks
diaper & love
night & pie
cats & kite
ship & chuck
zap & zoo
finger & think
gingerbread & jump
wrist & right
gone & him
monster & mug
wrong & rug
slug & touch
like & yawn

(yes, /w/)
(yes, /b/)
(no, /d/ & /l/)
(no, /n/ & /p/)
(yes, /k/)
(no, /sh/ & /ch/)
(yes, /z/)
(no, /f/ & /th/)
(yes, /j/)
(yes, /r/)
(no, /g/ & /h/)
(yes, /m/)
(yes, /r/)
(no, /s/ & /t/)
(no, /v/ & /y/)

(mouth looks like a smooch)
(lips closed and puff air between lips)
(puff air between tongue and roof of mouth - no puff)
(tip of tongue in front on roof of mouth - puff closed lips)
(back of tongue on roof of mouth, mouth open)
(tissue test- sh puffs tissue out - ch puffs air downward)
(squeeze air out with a buzz and tongue on top & behind teeth)
(top teeth on lower lip - top teeth on tongue, both puffing air)

(lips open, teeth closed, quick puff of air out)
(lips and teeth slightly apart, air in throat)
(quick air puff in throat with tongue in back - open air throat)

(lips closed, nose buzzes and makes sound)
(looks like smooch & lips and teeth slightly apart, air in throat)
(tongue behind teeth - puff air between tongue and roof mouth)
(tongue on roof of mouth - tongue down with chin dropping)

BUILDING BLOCK #2d- Comparing Ending Sounds in Words
To play the next game, cover your mouth with one flat hand. Move it down and away from your mouth as you
make the last sound in the first word. Then, cover your mouth with the other hand. Move it away to reveal your
mouth as you make the last sound in the second word. You just want to highlight what your mouth is doing at
the ends of both words, so you’re highlighting the similarities or differences in the final sounds.

Get another photo!
You can even ask, “What were my lips doing at the end of the first word? What were they doing at the end of
the second word? Are they the same sounds, or are they different sounds at the ends of these two words?
You don’t have to keep your hands going throughout the entire game. Try not using them, and see if your kids
can still differentiate the sounds.
Ask:
Do these words end with the same sounds?
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ax & sauce (yes, /s/)
dad & read (yes, /d/)
purple & slurp (no, /l/ & /p/)
pot & strut (yes, /t/)
paper & run (no, /r/ & /n/)
type & hop (yes, /p/)
dog & dot (no, /g/ & /t/)
slam & math (no, /m/ & /th/
crunch & pitch (yes, /ch/)
scab & poke (no, /b/ & /k/)
hum & stream (yes, /m/)
hello & no (yes, /o/)
frog & hug (yes, /g/)

blue & tutu (yes, /oo/)
stop & drum (no, /p/ & /m/)
coffee & me (yes, /ee/)
love & drive (yes, /v/)
terrific & block (yes, /k/)
chair & carpet (no, /r/ & /t/)
bunny & we (yes, /ee/)
van & ocean (yes, /n/)
crib & bathtub (yes, /b/)
tough & fat (no, /f/ & /t/)
pumpkin & ran (yes, /n/)
cool & temple (yes, /l/)
pause & fizz (yes, /z/)

BUILDING BLOCK #3: Listening Closely to Spoken Words (focus)
As we work with kids on phonemic awareness, it’s important to recognize just how much concentration is
required of your children. We need kids to hear the sounds in words, but we also need to teach them to really
tune in with laser focus. Today, strive to engage fully with your children so that the hard work is genuinely
rewarding for everyone involved. Giggle, hug, and just have some fun. The first game is always a hit with my
young scholars, so I believe it will be a great way to begin your time together.
BUILDING BLOCK #3a- Listen Well and Catch My Mistake.
Following, you’ll find some common songs, refrains, or items in categories. Your children will try to figure out
what doesn’t belong. In my classes, when I tried to fit all of these phonemic awareness lessons into one hour
(Oh my . . .), I saved this one for when the kids were getting a bit worn out. It always got their waning attention
right back on track. Today, you’ll be beginning with the fun! See if your children can listen closely and identify
what doesn’t belong with the others. Also - and this is important - have them explain what’s wrong with the
imposter word. Why doesn’t “shoe” fit in with A-B-C-D-E-F-shoe-H-I-J-K . . .? We really want kids to be able
to justify their responses. It’s a fun and effective way to stretch kids and to encourage deeper thinking. It will
also prepare them to demonstrate their understanding (comprehension) of text they read.
Do not feel you have to do all of these in one sitting. Sprinkle them throughout the day or over a couple of days.
Do them when your kids are in the bathtub, on the swing set, while climbing a tree, or riding in the car. Practice
anyplace where your children can focus for a short stretch of time.
Say or sing the following phrases with a somewhat slower pace than normal speech. Don’t be boring, but be
deliberately clear. Enunciate your speech just a bit more than usual.
Imposter words are in bold. (Not that you needed any help, here.)
A-B-C-D-E-F-shoe-H-I-J-K . . .
(Justification example- Shoe isn’t a letter of the alphabet. It’s a thing you wear on your foot.)
red, green, blue, yellow, black, motorcycle, pink, . . .
(Justification example- Motorcycle isn’t a color. It’s a vehicle.)
June, September, July, October, May, hotdog, January . . .
(Justification example- Hotdog isn’t a month. It’s a food.)
Happy birthday to you. Happy foxday to you . . .
(Justification example- It should say, Happy birthday to you. Foxday isn’t a word.)
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Jack and Jill went up the pickle to fetch a pail of water . . .
(Justification example- The poem says, Jack and Jill went up the hill. They can’t go up a pickle.)
1, 2, 3, 4, flower, 6, 7, 8 . . .
(Justification example- Flower isn’t a number. It’s a plant.)
Twinkle, twinkle little boat. How I wonder . . .
(Justification example- The song says, . . . little star.)
square, circle, triangle, diamond, shark, rectangle . . .
(Justification example- A shark isn’t a shape. It’s an animal.)
Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle chair the way . . .
(Justification example- The song says, Jingle all the way.)
car, truck, motorcycle, van, popsicle, go cart . . .
(Justification example- Popsicle isn’t a vehicle. It’s a treat.)
puppy, kitten, hamster, goldfish, bread, parrot . . .
(Justification example- Bread isn’t a pet. It’s a food.)
football, soccer, basketball, baseball, princess, hockey . . .
(Justification example- Princess isn’t a sport. It’s a person of royalty.)

–Yeah. Like a kid would say that. J

Old MacDonald sneezed a farm, e-i-e-i-o . . .
(Justification example- The song says, “Old MacDonald had a farm.)
M&Ms, Reese’s Cups, Skittles, spinach, Hershey bars . . .
(Justification example- Spinach isn’t a candy. It’s a vegetable.)
run, dance, play, swing, potato chips, sing . . .
(Justification example- Potato chips are a snack. We can’t potato chips.)
grass, frogs, alligators, lettuce, root beer, broccoli . . . (Tricky!)
(Justification example- Root beer isn’t green. It’s brown.)
brother, grandma, cousin, dad, sister, rollercoaster, mom . . .
(Justification example- Rollercoasters aren’t people in our families. They are rides.)
mittens, boots, coats, scarves, ear muffs, pizza, gloves
(Justification example- Pizza is not something we wear in the cold. It’s food.)
The itsy bitsy spider went up the waterspout. Down came the bubblegum and washed the spider out.
(Justification example- The song says, “Down came the rain and washed the spider out.”)
eagle, goose, owl, duck, hawk, watermelon, woodpecker, robin
(Justification example- Watermelon is not a bird. It’s a fruit.)
BUILDING BLOCK #3b- Listen For and Follow Directions in Songs
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Here’s one more idea to reinforce good listening.
Turn on some music videos, and have kids listen to the lyrics and follow the directions in the songs. Here are
some suggestions for you:
Dan Zane’s All Around the Kitchen on YouTube
The Hokey Pokey
(To differentiate the left and right hands, draw with a washable marker (or place two strips of tape) to make an
uppercase L on the left hand with the pointer finger and the thumb sticking out. Or, if your students write with
their right hands, have them hold a crayon in that hand to remember that their write hands are their right hands.)

Hokey Pokey Song on YouTube, by NEED NEW HOKEY POKEY SONG!
Follow Directions with Exercise on YouTube, by Mark D. Pencil
Move and Freeze on YouTube, Kids Songs by The Learning Station

BUILDING BLOCK #4- Sliding Sounds Together to Make Words
We will slowly s-t-r-e-t-c-h o-u-t words, sound by sound, while stretching a Slinky-type toy or another
stretchy item. The children will be challenged to slide those sounds back together, more quickly, and to
recognize each word you are saying.
To be clear, you will verbally stretch out the word, while stretching something stretchy between your hands.
The kids will also be stretching their own items with you, while facing you. You will then quickly slide those
sounds (as well as the stretchy tool you’re using) back together, saying the word as one would normally say it.
Note: This practice can help kids to hold sounds in their working memories, which is an important skill in
learning to read.
BUILDING BLOCK #4a- I Say it Slowly, You Say it Quickly
Sit, facing your children. If it’s only two of you, sit with your knees touching their knees. Slowly say the words
listed below, stretching them out sound-by-sound. Then, slide those sounds together more quickly, and your
children will name the word you stretched.
You say: /u/-/p/.
They stretch it with you, but they don’t say anything, necessarily.
The kids, more quickly, make the sounds and then name the word.
Word Lists for Stretching
Words With Two Sounds:
You Stretch and Say:
/u-p/

The kids slide the Sounds Together & say:
up
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/a-z/
/e-g/
/m-e/
/a-sh/
/i-f/
/w-e/
/u-s/
/o-ff/
/a-t/

as
egg
me
ash
if
we
us
off
at

Words With Three Sounds:
/l-u-v/
/c-a-t/
/h-u-g/
/sh-r-t/
/k-i-ss/
/sh-i-p/
/n-e-ck/
/ch-o-p/
/b-a-th/
/f-ee-d/

love
cat
hug
shirt
kiss
ship
neck
chop
bath
feed

Words With Four Sounds:
/t-r-u-ck/
/s-o-f-t /
/t-ur-t-l/
/t-a-f-ee/
/p-u-p-ee/
/t-i-ck-l/
/s-u-ck-er/
/p-l-u-g/
/s-w-i-m/
/b-e-ll-y/

truck
soft
turtle
taffy
puppy
tickle
sucker
plug
swim
belly

Words With Five Sounds:
/r-a-bb-i-t/
/c-r-u-mb-s/
/c-a-n-d-ee/
/s-p-e-n-d/
/d-a-n-s-r/
/d-i-sh-e-z/
/p-a-n-d-uh/
/b-l-o-ck-s/
/k-i-tt-e-n/
/s-t-i-ck-er/

rabbit
crumbs
candy
spend
dancer
dishes
panda
blocks
kitten
sticker

A NOTE JUST FOR PARENTS, FOR NOWWe won’t need to go beyond words with four and five sounds, because eventually students will spell, making
the sounds for each syllable in words. For example, when spelling the word caterpillar, the kids will first say
the word, dividing it into syllables. They’ll say and spell cat, then they’ll say and spell er, then they’ll say and
spell pil, and finally they’ll say and spell lar. (We’ll teach them, eventually, that every syllable has a vowel, so
even when the vowel is being bossed by an r (we don’t hear the vowel), the kids will know that there is a vowel
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there.)
To differentiate syllables (groups of sounds, each containing one vowel sound) from phonemes (each individual
sound), we will be teaching kids to clap for each syllable (which is bigger), rather than tap, as we do when
making each individual sound, or phoneme (which is smaller).
As I share each phonics rule (of thumb), beginning in chapter two, you will come to understand that those rules
actually apply to each syllable, not just whole words. Remember, syllables always contain a vowel sound and
often, a consonant precedes or follows the vowel sound. (There are rare exceptions. Some “words” containing
no vowels are actually just sounds that convey meaning. Think: Sh! or Psst.)
Some syllables can consist of only a vowel sound. Think of the word open. Say it like this: o – pen (two claps).
Notice that the o stands alone. It’s open, as a syllable. Notice, too, that pen makes up the second and final
syllable. The e makes a short sound because it is enclosed within two consonants. If we divided it like this: op –
en, the word would be pronounced differently. You can explain to your kids that most of the time, when we
have really short words (and syllables) that have vowels at the ends, the vowels say their names. We call those
open vowels.
Open vowel word examples: A, be, he, me, she, the*, we, hi, I, go, no, so
Now think of the word di-no-saur. Kids will be better equipped to spell this word when they know the rule
about open vowels. The word couldn’t be divided like this: din-os-aur because the d-i-n would say /din/, and the
o-s would say /os/. Make sense?
I have an easy way to teach this coming up. I call it Any Vowel Can Jump. (It doesn’t always, but it can.)
For example, in the word open, think about the magic e jumping over the p to make the o say its name. In the
word dinosaur, think about the o jumping over the n to make the i say its name and the letter a jumping over the
s to make the i say its name. It’s not a hard-fast rule, but it works a LOT of the time, and it’s easy for kids to
understand once they learn about the magic e.
If that all sounds too complicated, don’t worry. I’ll share more about it, soon, and it will all make sense. J
As you practice I Say It Slowly, You Say It Quickly, remember that this skill is important because we are
going to teach your children to decode words. When kids decode, they observe the letters, make the sounds
those letters represent, one-by-one, across the words, from left to right. Then they quickly slide the sounds
together to determine what word is written.
Soon, when our children see, for example, the word log, we will direct them to place a pointer finger under the
first letter of the word, make the associated sound, /l/, then move to the next letter, produce that sound, /o/, and
move on to the final letter and make that sound, /g/. We need the children to be able to hold those sounds in
their minds and to recognize, when they slide the sounds together, that those sounds make a word they know.
This game, I Say it Slowly-You Say it Quickly is a fantastic way to get kids ready to decode words.
If your children struggle with this practice, just keep at it, for only a few minutes each time, throughout the day.
To build energy, praise -in big ways- every approximation. Remember to say things like, “You almost got it!”
rather than “No. That’s not right.” Remember to smile, be encouraging about what your kids are doing well, and
make it fun. Avoid even shaking your head “No”. Resist becoming frustrated and furrowing your brow.
Also, avoid saying things like, “You’re so smart!” (Which might imply that we are smart when we get it right
and, therefore, dumb, when we don’t. This kind of thinking can discourage risk-taking. Our aim is to encourage
kids to take chances with their thinking. Right does not equal smart. Working hard, even when we’re wrong a
lot, leads to growth.)
Remind yourself of when these young children began walking. We encouraged everything even close to the
right moves. It’s the same with these reading and spelling skills. Smiles, encouraging voices, genuine praises . .
. Those are the things that keep kids working at it.
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By the way, this IS work. We don’t refrain from calling it work. Anything worth doing usually entails at least
some work. What we need to do is to make it so kids don’t mind the work so much, because it’s just so darn
rewarding to grow! `
Again, it’s okay that this is not easy. (And resist saying that this is easy.) Genuine satisfaction comes from
doing work that’s hard and, finally, though it began as a struggle, succeeding. *Please note that it is equally
troubling when we say that things are very hard and they are not difficult at all.
Again, you must constantly remind kids of the many ways they are continually improving!
Focus on words with two to three sounds until the kids gain some skill and confidence. Take a break when
words get a bit challenging. Then, after the kids have moved on to more challenging words, say, “Remember
when this was difficult work? Now you can recognize words with four sounds! Whoa. That’s incredible. Your
hard work is really paying off!”
Next, I’ll be sharing some ways for you to encourage your children to really tune-in to the sounds they hear in
spoken words.

BUILDING BLOCK #5- Elision of Sounds in Words
When children are able to manipulate sounds in words, they are better equipped to read and spell well. In the
next couple of lessons, we’ll take off the first sound and determine what word remains, and then we’ll take off
the final sound and determine what word remains. Again, children will practice holding sounds in their working
memories. These exercises help to prepare your children to become strong readers.
BUILDING BLOCK #5a- What Would it Say if We Got Rid of the Initial (or first) Sound?
(Teach your kids the word initial by teaching them their initials!)
In this game, you are going to stretch some words out again, but THIS time, you’re going to challenge your kids
to figure out what the word would be if we eliminate the initial, or first, sound.
Like we did in an earlier game, it may help if you use your hand to cover your mouth when you’re making the
first sounds in these words.
Ask:
What part of your body is in the word farm, without the first sound? (arm)
What do you have two of that is in the word tears, without the first sound? (ears)
What do you do at dinnertime that is in the word feet, without the first sound? (eat)
What might you eat for breakfast that is in the word legs, without the first sound? (eggs)
What color is in the word bread, without the first sound? (red)
What did I do with the ball that comes from the name Scott, without the first sound? (caught)
What do I do when I’m in a hurry that comes from the word brush, without the first sound? (rush)
What do we breathe that comes from the word care, without the first sound? (air)
What do you see with that comes from the word shy, without the first sound? (eye)
With whom might you play soccer that comes from the word steam, without the first sound? (team)
What did I do to the paper that comes from the word store, without the first sound? (tore)
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What is a huge body of water that comes from the word flake, without the first sound? (lake)
BUILDING BLOCK #5b- What Would it Say if We Got Rid of the Final Sound?
In this second game, you are going to stretch some words out again, but THIS time, you’re going to challenge
your kids to figure out what the word would be when they eliminate the last sound.
Again, it may help if you use your hand to cover your mouth with your hand when you’re making the final
sounds in the words.
Say:
Think of the word hair.
What do horses eat that comes from the word hair without the final sound? (hay)
Think of the word goat.
What is something that you do in a car that comes from the word goat with out the final sound? (go)
Think of the word plate.
What is something that you do outside that comes from the word plate without the final sound? (play)
Think of the word toast.
What is something that you can touch that comes from the word toast without the final sound? (toes)
Think of the word fork.
What is a number that comes from the word fork without the final sound? (four)
Think of the word type.
What might you do to your shoes, that comes from the word type without the final sound? (tie)
Think of the word boat.
What might you tie with shoe laces that comes from the word boat without the final sound? (bow)
Think of the word belly.
What rings that comes from the word belly without the final sound? (bell)
Think of the word treat.
What grows very tall that comes from the word treat without the final sound? (tree)
Think of the word keep.
What might you use for a lock that comes from the word keep without the final sound? (key)
Think of the word next.
What do we all have that comes from the word next without the final sound? (necks)
Think of the word shoot.
What do you wear on your foot that comes from the word shoot without the final sound? (shoe)
In the next two games, your children will stretch out the sounds and demonstrate the number of sounds (or
phonemes) in words. This skill will be tremendously important as kids begin writing. They’ll need to be able to
represent each sound, with letters, as they record their thoughts onto paper.
BUILDING BLOCK #6- Stretching Out Words to Hear Each Sound
Now, we are going to say words without stretching them out at all. We will simply clearly say a word. The
children will then be challenged to slowly stretch the words out, enunciating each individual sound or phoneme.
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Note: This practice will help kids to determine which sounds are in words, in order. This is an important skill in
learning to spell.
BUILDING BLOCK #6a- I Say It Quickly, You Say It Slowly

For this game, you’ll need those slinky-type toys (or another stretchy item). This time, rather than stretching out
the sounds together, you will hold the slinky-type toy between your two hands. Keeping it compact, you will
say a word in your regular speaking voice. You won’t be slowing it down, but you may be very carefully
enunciating to be sure your words are very clear. So, you might say, “dog”. Your children will repeat the word,
and you’ll verify that it is correct. Then, invite the kids to stretch out the word, pulling the Slinky-type toy, bitby-bit, to show each sound in the word, dog. Then, have them quickly slide the sounds back together and say
the whole word.
You’ll want to be sure kids don’t put two or more sounds together. They should be able to demonstrate each and
every sound, stretching across the word. It should look like this:
----dog

------------------------------------d
o
g

not rightnot right-

----dog

do - g
d – og

*If this is a challenge, don’t worry. I am including so many ways to practice that you may want to move on and
then circle back after a couple of days.
Word List for Stretching
You say:

Your children say:

Words With Two Sounds:
as
egg
we
if
at

/a-z/
/e-g/
/w-e/
/i-f/
/a-t/

it
up
us
on
ought

/i-t/
/u-p/
/u-s/
/o-n/
/o-t/

Words With Three Sounds:
s
ip
net
mug
church

/s-i-p/
rope
/r-oa-p/
/n-e-t/
lawn
/l-o-n/
/m-u-g/
bit
/b-i-t/
/ch-ur-ch/
cash
/c-a-sh/
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moth

/m-o-th/

chat

/ch-a-t/

winner
lucky
stop
flag
jelly

/w-i-n-r/
/l-u-ck-ee/
/s-t-o-p/
/f-l-a-g/
/j-e-ll-ee/

chicken
kisses
camper
plant
mitten

/ch-i-ck-e-n/
/k-i-ss-e-s/
/c-a-m-p-er/
/p-l-a-n-t/
/m-i-tt-e-n/

Words With Four Sounds:
snack
stack
smell
fist
teacher

/s-n-a-ck/
/s-t-a-ck/
/s-m-e-l/
/f-i-s-t/
/t-ea-ch-r/

Words With Five Sounds:
peanut
sandy
tracks
muffin
dandy

/p-ea-n-u-t/
/s-a-n-d-ee/
/t-r-a-k-s/
/m-u-ff-i-n/
/d-a-n-d-ee/

BUILDING BLOCK #6b- Tap the Sounds in Words
For this game, you will need a “tapping wand” of some sort. You could use a small mallet from a xylophone, or
a pencil with a decorative eraser, or even a Dum Dum sucker would work.
You’ll also need some picture cards. You may simply print the following quick print tool and cut apart the
pictures to make game cards. There are plenty, so you may play the game quite a few times. Note the number of
phonemes for each picture is included below. If your children say a different word (if they say feet rather than
toes) you may use what they say and determine the number of sounds on your own, or you may say, “I certainly
see why you said ____. That’s what I thought, too. But the author wants us to try the word ____. How many
sounds are in that word?
*I did some copying and pasting from Google Images to create the picture cards, below.
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QUICK PRINT TOOL-
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frog-4
egg-2
hat-3
glove-4
ball-3
tent-4,
cat-3
dog-3
spoon-4
leg-3

flag-4
sock-3
boots-4
hand-4
tree-3
foot-3
leaf-3
bird-3
pig-3
toes-3

purse-3
bottle-4
apple-3
worm-3
lips-4
bat-3
nest-4
grass-4
nose-3
cup-3

ant-3
sheep-3
duck-3
shirt-3
fish-3
pot-3
truck-4
bed-3
lemon-5,
peppers-5

bag-3
shovel-4
box-4 /b/-/o/-/k/-/s/
hammer-4
horse-3
fence-4
ship or boat-3
carrot-5

To begin, the children will withdraw a card from a pile. Then they will tap one of your fingers, with their
tappers, one time for each sound in the word. They will count the fingers tapped to determine the total number
of sounds in each word.
For example, they might choose a picture of a foot. Say the word foot. You can stretch it out, saying it slowly,
together. You might want to grab those Slinky-type toys or the large rubber bands that we used earlier to begin.
Then, say the word again, but this time, ask your children to tap one of your fingers with the “tapping wand” as
they make each sound. You can help by, first, holding out the pointer finger (/f/), then the middle finger (/oo/),
then the ring finger (/t/). So, you’re kind of guiding the sound-stretching by holding out your fingers, one at a
time, as you make the sounds, together. Then, hold your fingers upright and show and say how many sounds
were in the word.
/f/ + /oo/ + /t/ = 3 sounds
Later, when you feel like they’re ready, you can have the children tap their own fingers to determine how many
sounds are in some words. In this way, you’re providing less support as the kids grow more capable.
When they’ve caught on, the kids can go tapping around the room, stretching out words, determining how many
sounds they hear. (e.g. r-u-g: 3 sounds, c-a-t: 3 sounds, d-e-s-k: 4 sounds, b-r-u-sh: 4 sounds, o-v-e-n: 4 sounds,
sh-e-l-f: 4 sounds)
I need to note here that some words are really tricky. For example, the word fox has three letters, but it has four
sounds: /f/-/o/-/k/-/s/
The letter q (like the letter x) represents two sounds: /k/-/w/, and q is always followed by a silent u. So the word
quest has five letters and five sounds: /k/-/w/-/e/-/s/-/t/. I teach that q-u says /k/-/w/.
(When teaching handwriting, I always teach q and u, together. In English, you will not see a q on its own, so we
don’t practice writing just a q. (Okay, so some scrabble words don’t have the u, like qat, an Arabian shrub, but
that hardly counts, right? J)
There are tricky words like coin which would say /k/-/o/-/ee/-/n/. The o and i, together, make two sounds, but
they don’t exactly match the individual letters. We will talk about these kinds of words soon. You can just avoid
them for now. You’ll notice that I do not include these kinds of words in our practice yet.
One more thing, before we move on: Please do NOT label your home with word cards. I have heard school
district literacy leaders recommend this practice, and I need to say that it can do far more harm than good. We
do not want our kids trying to recall many words by sight. Eventually, they will do some memorizing, but that
will be reserved for words that cannot be decoded ONLY.
Also, most every parent has heard of sight words. They may be called star words, snap words, or something
else, but we know what they are. Early childhood classrooms feature from 25 to more than 100 words students
must know on sight or in a snap by the end of the school year. That’s not a problem—the quick, automatic
reading of words. The problem can be in how those words are taught. We do NOT want our kids to work at
remembering the way a word looks.
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Do you have older children, say in second, third or fourth grades, who, when reading say the when the word is
actually and? Do they say and for the word said? In my first and second grade classrooms, at the beginning of
the year, this happened quite frequently. I call it the “Guess and Go” syndrome. I believe this kind of reading
error is a result of children being taught sight words. They are taught to recall how words look. They are not
taught to make the sounds they see, moving from left to right, across the word. If they had been taught to make
the sounds they see, children would not say see when they come to the word look.
Teachers often post the students’ sight words on the walls of their classrooms. The class frequently reviews,
together, each word. The children are asked to practice using the words in various ways, perhaps, across a
whole week. Eventually the word is supposed to stick in the memories of the students. If it doesn’t stick quickly
enough, parents are asked to make flashcards for the words to review them with their children.
Here’s the problem: When taught to rely on their memories of how words look, children are prone to make a lot
of errors in their reading.
Following are the kindergarten sight words in many schools, however most of these words are decodable. These
words follow general, easy to learn phonics guidelines and, therefore, should NOT be taught as sight words:
a, I, go, no, so, he, me, we, [the- depending on pronunciation] (open vowel- When you have a really short
word and the vowel is at the end, the vowel usually says its name.)
am, an, and, in, is, it, up, can (vowel/consonant -vc- words, vowel/consonant/consonant -vcc, &
consonant/vowel/consonant -cvc- words- The vowel makes its short sound.)
like, see, look (consonant/vowel/consonant/e -cvce-, two vowels together -vv- & 2 sounds for oo- Magic e
makes a vowel say it’s name. When you have two vowels together, the first one says its name. Two o’s say /oo/
as in tooth or /oo/ as in book.)
These words do not follow general phonics guidelines:
do, to, you, the (my* - unless you’ve taught the rule) {*I teach do, to, and who, together.}
So what do I recommend?
I believe that we must return to the sound-by-sound approach (left to right, across the words, making the
sounds we see) and that we should reserve the sight word approach (memorizing words, letter by letter or by
their shapes) for the words that do not follow phonics guidelines. Even the words, here, that I’m calling “true
sight words” have the expected initial sounds. We should be teaching that!
An intervention specialist in my building, a while back, was working with a student who was behind. She
became frustrated with his slow rate of sound-by-sound reading and reverted to practicing sight words with him.
What he needed was additional practice sliding sounds together to promote fluency. The fluent blending of
sounds promotes fluent reading. It just takes some practice. There are thousands and thousands of words. How
could one possibly memorize the pronunciations of all of them and have immediate access to them, in an
instant?
Consider, now, that there are only forty some sounds in the English language and that there are fewer than
eighty ways to spell those sounds. The best part? I can teach almost every single one of them in about twenty
fun-focused weeks. (We’ll get there!)
Let’s get back to phonemic awareness. Soon we’ll begin those phonics lessons. By the way, the phonics
Building Block lessons are much more fun than these phonemic awareness Building Block lessons. J
BUILDING BLOCK #6c- Make the Sounds Racetrack
Another way to encourage your kids to notice the individual sounds that make up words is to place stickers* in
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a line on a 24” long strip of cardstock that is 3” wide** and use it as a game board/racetrack. You’ll also need
about 15 picture cards. You may use the pictures I added, above, or you may simply draw 15 pictures on small,
sticky note-sized papers or you may collect pictures from magazines or print them from online images. Be sure
to choose pictures with items that have only 2-4 sounds. I’m including a list of easy-to-draw items as well as the
number of phonemes, for your convenience. I even added some extras just in case some of these don’t actually
seem easy for you to draw. J
frog-4
egg-2
hat-3
glove-4
ball-3
tent-4
cat-3
dog-3

house-4
spoon-4
leg-3
flag-4
sock-3
boots-4
hand-4
tree-3

foot-3
leaf-3
bird-3
pig-3
purse-3
bottle-4
apple-3
worm-3

lips-4
bat-3
nest-4
grass-4
cup-3
ant-3
baby-4
duck-3

shirt-3
fish-3
pot-3
truck-4
bed-3
truck-4
sock-3
candle-5

You’ll play with your children, so you’ll each need a mover. Take turns pulling pictures from a pile, one at a time.
The number of spaces you move your mover down the track will be determined by the number of sounds in the word
on your picture card. If my card has a bat on it, I’ll move three spaces. As I land on each space, I’ll make each sound,
like this: /b/-/a/-/t/. If one of my children pulls a picture of a tent, he’ll move four spaces, saying, “/t/-/e/-/n/-/t/” as he
moves. See who gets to the end first!
*I use the multi-colored circle stickers from the dollar store.

Multi-Colored Circle Stickers
**I use bulletin board border, with straight edges on both sides, cut in half, from office/teacher supply stores.

Bulletin Board Boarder
BUILDING BLOCK #6d- Sound Mat Sliding Game
For the next game, we’ll need an 8 ½” x 11” piece of paper that is divided into eight boxes, four across and two high.
Here’s a video to show you, exactly, what I mean. YouTube Video- How to Fold a Paper Into Eights
You will lay the paper, so that it’s wide, not tall, in front of you. In the top four boxes, you’ll draw four 2” (or so)
horizontal lines, centered, one in each box.

We will call these papers sound mats.
You will need four coins, fruit snacks, game movers, checkers, or some other
similar items. Finally, you’ll need those picture cards, again. You can simply draw pictures on sticky-note-sized
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papers, or you can collect simple pictures from magazines.
To begin this game, place your four movers (cereal pieces, coins, or other) in the empty bottom boxes that have no
lines. Draw a picture card from the pile of cards. Stretch out the sounds, sliding one mover up for each sound in the
word, beginning on the left side. Some words will need only two movers to slide up into a box with the line, while
other words require that all of the movers be moved up.
(To make magnetic sound mats/boards, you can use a cookie sheet, some washi tape- to make the dividing lines, and
four magnets. You could even make parking spaces and move up one car/mover for each sound.)
Eventually, you could use magnetic letters to replace the movers, to represent the sounds on each line. You should
only use words where each sound is represented by a single letter, to start. (e.g. frog, cat, dog, flag, hand, pig, lips,
bat, leg, nest)
BUILDING BLOCK #6e- Tap Light Sounds
For this lesson, you’ll need to purchase four inexpensive tap lights. I have the kind pictured, below. They were only a
dollar a piece at our local dollar store, but I did have to buy a couple of AA batteries for each one of them. I feel the
novelty and excitement that they add to the practice of recognizing the sounds in words makes them a great deal! My
students just light up when they get to use them. J

Tap Lights

AA Batteries
The first time you do this lesson, you will use either three or four tap lights to help your children demonstrate their
recognition of the sounds in words. To begin, I say a word and then I tap one light for each sound in the word. I move
from left to right, across the tap lights. The highlighted 0, below, indicates a glowing light. The remaining light(s) are
not on because they weren’t tapped since there aren’t that many sounds in the given word.
Following are some examples:
at
0
/a/

0
/t/

0
-

0
-

0
/a/

0
/p/

0
-

tap
0
/t/
crush
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0
/c/

0
/r/

0
/u/

0
/sh/

To extend the learning, a little later on, you can even have kids write, with a dry erase marker, directly onto the tap
lights, the letters that are represented by each shining light. Neat, huh?

Washable Dry Erase Markers
BUILDING BLOCK #6f- Magnetic Sound Slide
Another fun building block activity makes use of magnetic wands and metallic edged chips to slide sounds in words
together.

Magnetic Wand with Metal Trimmed Discs
There are the magnetic wands with bingo chips that some diehard bingo players use. There are also magnetic wands
and chips marketed for educational purposes. Either set is about $7-$8, and they can be ordered online. Most sets
have LOTS of chips, but only one wand. I’ve used magnetic sticks made for pulling canning jar lids out of hot water,
and they work well, too. Mine was about $0.99 from Big Lots, so I bought quite a few. Here are some from
amazon.com.

Magnetic Stick
Now, you will use your sound mat from building block #7b, the Sound Mat Sliding Game, place one magnetic chip
in each of the four boxes on the lower half of the mat. Pull a picture from the stack, name the picture, and slide one
chip up for each sound in that word. Then, one-by-one, gather the chips up with your wand, moving left to right
across the chips. This activity provides a satisfying clink for each sound. How cool is that?!
I hope you enjoy playing with words along side your soon-to-be reader. Remember, as you play these games together,
you are adding more and more building blocks to your child’s Literacy Foundation.
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QUICK PRINT TOOL-

Phonemic Awareness Games to Play in the
A phoneme is
the smallest unit of sound in speech. We want our kids to be able to recognize, discriminate, and
manipulate those sounds. Promote reading success by playing with words!

• Do these words rhyme?

red/bed-Yes, go/no-No, why/fly-Yes, big/hot-No, shop/flop-Yes, etc.

• Finish this rhyme. red/bed- blue/_______ (e.g. glue)

Say two rhyming words, (for support) and another word. Kids fill in a word that rhymes with the word you said.

• clap, clap-____. slap, slap (hands on legs) ____.
Clap twice. Say a word. Slap your hands on your thighs twice. Kids fill in rhyming word. (Try to keep a steady beat!)

• What rhymes with ____ and starts with ____? (ship-/ch/-)

net-/p/, milk-/s/, goat-/b/, ball-/t/, horse-/f/, week-/sp/, kitten-/m/, tree-/fr/, bear-/st/, razor-/l/, truck-/l/, grass-/p/, etc.

• _(action) _ if these words rhyme.

(smile, wink, high five, hop, blow a kiss, touch your toes, stand on one foot, spin around, give a hug, wiggle, snort, etc.)

• Do these words begin with the same sound?

(sneak/cheek-No, slim/snap-Yes, neck/Know-Yes, lizard/lips-Yes, car/kazoo-Yes, nickel/penny-No, shrug/sugarYes, etc.)

• Do these words end with the same sound?

(hard/mad-Yes, wet/lift-Yes, hip/flap-Yes, rug/soft-No, swim/hum-Yes, love/have-Yes, light/brown-No

• What is your mouth doing when you make this sound /__/?

(/h/- huffy breath with lips open, /s/-teeth together and air squeezing between teeth and tongue, /m/ lips together,
etc.)

• I’ll say it slowly, & you say it quickly. (/b/-/e/-/d/)- ___ (bed)

Say a word, slowly stretching-it-out, sound by sound. The kids “snap” or slide the sounds back together, naming the
word.
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• I’ll say it quickly, & you say it slowly. (neck)- ___ (n-e-ck)
Say a word. The kids stretch-out the sounds one by one, into individual parts.

• How many sounds (phonemes) are in the word ___? (tiger-4)

Say a word.

The kids stretch the word into individual parts, counting the number of sounds they hear.

Remember to model what you want your kids to do. They don’t want to be quizzed and fail. You assist so that the whole time you’re
practicing, the kids feel great about it! No one wants to practice if they cannot be successful. Ensure success and FUN by modeling how
each task is done in a positive, affirming way.

If your kids are struggling . . .

*Remember, we are not focusing on syllables, but phonemes.

There is a program known as LiPS that was specifically designed to assist children who demonstrate weak phonemic
awareness. I attended the LiPS workshop and it really got to the task of discriminating the identity, number, and order
of sounds within words by teaching students to discover and label the mouth movements for each sound. The
increased awareness of oral-motor movements can be helpful for kids who have difficulty hearing the sounds in
words. The instruction really focuses on what the mouth is doing when producing the sounds we hear in words.
If your children are struggling to complete the tasks I have provided, with the goal of strengthening phonemic
awareness, I would recommend the LiPS program as an option for intervention. There are some parts of the program
that I do not wholly embrace, as I do believe they overcomplicate some basic phonics guidelines or “rules”. But when
it comes to helping kids recognize what their mouths are doing (or should be doing) to produce certain sounds, the
LiPS program might be very helpful. For more information, please check out the LiPS website. Find the link below.
Lindamoodbell
Finally, I want to let you know that what we’re teaching, presently, is for basic 3-4 letter words. As we progress, we’ll
observe the same rules at work in each individual syllable of more complex words. We will not be dividing words
into syllables until our kids have had a lot of experience with phonemes/individual sounds in words. We don’t want to
confuse our kids with the various ways we can divide words (phonemes, graphemes, morphemes, etc.)
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PHONICS
CHAPTER TWO – THE ALPHABET
In this chapter, I’ll share: 1) that our language is code-based and that many well-meaning educators are failing to
teach the code, 2) many fun ways you can help your children recall the letter names and the corresponding sounds
beginning with lowercase letters, 3) and a guide to help you to effectively teach your kids tidy and efficient
handwriting skills.
Do you recall how you learned to read?
Though I don’t remember much about my own experience, I know that I was taught to read in an era where phonics
instruction had been, seemingly, abandoned. The Dick and Jane series in my own classrooms utilized the “look-andsay” method, which relied on picture clues to introduce new words and those words were repeated (in strange and
unnatural ways) to promote recall.
“Come Dick. Come and see. Come, come. Come and see. Come and see, Spot. Look, Spot. Oh, look. Look and see.
Oh, see.”
(Yikes.)

Oddly, I actually do remember the perplexed facial expression produced by my second grade teacher, Mrs. Murphy,
when one day I had exclaimed, “I always remember the word No because the N looks mean.”
I was trying to figure out ways to remember words, and I was looking at the picture of the word for clues.
Well that was one way to learn to read! (Sheesh.)
How nice it would have been to have learned that when we see the letter n, we make a particular nasal sound, and that
o is a vowel, and it typically says its name when it comes at the end of really short words or syllables (open vowel).
That just seems so much more efficient than trying to remember all of those darn words.
Quite a few years ago, when a teacher friend of mine spoke at her retirement party, she offered an “If I were in charge
of the world” kind of presentation. I clearly recall her saying, “If I were in charge of the world, I would bring back
phonics workbooks.”

I knew what she meant. She’d realized that our district had abandoned phonics instruction when they ditched the
workbooks.
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Unlike my friend, I didn’t want that workbook back. Kids hated those boring old “seatwork” workbooks. By the time
I had my own classroom, both the phonics books AND the phonics lessons were a thing of the past.
I was taught to embrace the whole language theory that featured the immersion of kids into quality children’s
literature and experiential lessons. Kids would catch on to how words work. They’d just figure it out with meaningfilled books and engaging, creative reading and writing instruction. (How I wish I could have known then, what I
know now. I would have done things differently.)
Here’s the question—
If school districts aren’t diligent about supporting, let alone requiring, the teaching of phonics, can you depend
on schools to get your child on track?
The answer is . . . maybe?
I have seen teachers get it right. Haven’t you? Wow. I know some outstanding educators! They are passionate,
knowledgeable, and they do what it takes to get kids where they need to be.
But, oh, I know how I’ve suffered under the tutelage of some others. You too, right? Sometimes we remember them
even more than the good ones. There are a lot of ineffective teachers out there. Some kids learn in spite of them, while
others languish feeling that, perhaps, they -the students- are the ones who are inadequate.
I have seen teachers who absolutely have a knack for zapping the love kids might have had for all things reading
(math, science, etc.). Of course they do not mean to do any such thing. Most teachers are absolutely doing what they
believe is right. They require kids to memorize sight words, read from dull and repetitive “books”, read books only at
“their just right level”, select new books once a week, write reports to prove they understood the books they’ve read,
keep reading logs to prove they are reading, do worksheet after boring worksheet*, complete homework (that takes up
the time they might have to actually play or read what they want to read), and worse yet- they don’t teach kids how
words work.
*No matter how cutesy they make it, a worksheet is only at the optimal teaching level for a small fraction of students. It is too hard for some,
and it’s too easy for others.

I once saw a library aide make kids read the books they wanted to check out, aloud, while she counted the missed
words on her fingers. When she got to five, the aide said, “Put that back. It’s too hard for you.”
I nearly died. I thought, “The day it’s all right for Barnes and Nobles to do this to me when I take a book to the
counter, is the day it’s all right for children at school!” I was incensed, and I barked about it to my new teaching team.
“How dare she! (Okay. So, I wasn’t handling it professionally.) But seriously. Are those kinds of behaviors
inspiring? I don’t think so.
So, if you take your chances and leave it to those kindergarten and first grade teachers to not only teach your children
to read, but to inspire them to read, how likely is it that you’ll get one who’s equipped to do it well?
Besides, if you don’t hit the jackpot with a great teacher right from the start, there’s always the next year. No big deal,
right?
Well, learning to read isn’t a race. Kids who learn to walk earlier aren’t better walkers than kids who took a little
longer to get upright. So, is it much the same with reading? If you learn to read later in life, can you still become an
outstanding reader?
You can. But, if you’re like me, you might feel somewhat cheated. My life would have been much richer, had I
learned to read . . . and to be a reader, earlier in life.
And here’s another thing: We typically like to do what we’re good at doing. We want our kids to like reading, right
away. Every year they can read is a year they can grow their knowledge, their imaginations, their vocabularies, as
well as their understanding about life, other people, and so much more. We want them to be good at reading and to
like reading as early as possible!
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Knowing what we know about misguided educators who are not teaching kids the phonetic code, persuades me to
persist in my quest to get parents equipped and inspired to teach their kids to read, even before they are off to school,
if possible. It’s just too important to wait and to leave to chance.
Have I convinced you yet? Listen to this:
Many districts across our nation often use, as a part of reading instruction, something called the Three Cueing
Systems* to record the kinds of errors children make as they read. On the commonly used Fountas and Pinnell (F &
P) reading assessments, published by Heinemann, a division of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
(http://www.heinemann.com), there are columns where teachers are directed to note the words students misread as
well as why the teachers believe the kids made mistakes they made. (Recognizing kids’ errors can inform instruction,
but wait . . .) There are three columns labeled M, S, and V. Kids may use one or more cues when they misread words.
An indication of M means that the reader may have said a different word from what was actually written in the text,
but the error was made in such a way that the text still made sense. The student used context clues, pictures, his or her
own background knowledge, etc. to guess the wrong word. (Consider the sentence, “I like pie.” If the student says
cake rather than pie, the student, likely, used meaning to guess the word.)
Marking an S is an indication that the student missed the word, but the basic structure of the sentence still sounded
like standard English speech. The sentence sounded like it could have been right. (In the cake/pie example, above, the
student, likely, recognized that the sentence would sound right with the word pie in place of the word cake. The word
put, in place of the word pie would not sound right. “I like put.” No. That doesn’t sound like something one would
say.)
V is what is recorded to demonstrate that the student missed the word and appeared to use visual cues. This error
could have been made because the reader said a different word that had the same general shape (put and pie kind of
look alike), or there were some of the same letters within the word (pieces and pie look a lot alike), or the student
didn’t make the sounds correctly.
* A fourth cueing system is becoming more commonly considered. Recording P for pragmatic acknowledges that social settings impact
motive, tone, and nuances that may be unique to a cultural context and could explain student errors. In other words, language can change
according to where I’m speaking and with whom I am speaking. A reader’s life experiences impact the understanding of text. Someone who
is from another country and is a new reader of English would have difficulty understanding expressions such as “Who let the cat out of the
bag?” One who has never used a computer may not understand that a mouse could be used to navigate some technology. If I say that I have a
cache of jewels in my house, folks who’ve never heard the term might be confused, thinking of the meaning for the term familiar to them,
ca$h. When a person says something is on fleek, many understand that to mean the thing is complete and flawless, while others would be at a
loss.

I bring this whole issue up because, using the Three Cueing Systems-which are used in nearly all of the districts in my
area, (and I bet that they’re in yours, too)- never get down to the business of how kids are really decoding the
words they read. This widely used error recording system places logical guessing according to semantics, or word
meanings (M), recognition of syntax- whether the words, grammatically, sound right (S), and whether kids use what
the word looks like, even if they’re visualizing the word as one whole unit (V).
Here’s what I’m saying: Kids in classrooms are being taught to guess words as they read.
•

Beginning readers are instructed to use the pictures for clues.

This is when students are pointing to words while reading, they get to a word they don’t know, and they take their
eyes off of the word (often losing their place) to look at the picture for some sort of a clue.
Ugh! By late second grade there aren’t any pictures. Now what are they going to do?
•

Beginning readers are told to look at the first letter and ask themselves, “What makes sense?”

Here, the kids make the sound for the first letter and often completely ignore the rest of the letters.
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What’s wrong with looking at all of the letters? One look at a dictionary page tells you just how many words can
begin with any given letter. And what if that first letter is a digraph? Then, that first letter sound would be useless.
•

Beginning readers are being told that they must memorize words. They are being asked to say them in a snapoften using flashcards.

This is when kids are asked not to make the sounds, but to have automatic recall of the word as a whole.
Fluent reading of words (that is, smooth reading that sounds like regular speech) comes with lots of practice making
the sounds, moving from left to right, across the words. Eventually, most words will be recognized on sight, but that’s
not how they should be learned. Who could memorize every single word? And if we can’t possibly memorize every
single word, what are kids supposed to do when they come to one they’ve never seen before?
•

Beginning readers are inundated with figures highlighting letter and word shapes to aid in memorization of
words. (See images, below.)

When attention is directed to the letter shapes or the whole word shape rather than letter sounds, kids are taught to
rely on visualization of words rather than the sounds the letters represent. (Think of all of the words that have similar
shapes!)
When my students say could for would, and for said, very for every, small for smell, was for saw, shark for shell,
horse for house, started for stared, etc., I know that they are not tuned into the letter sounds. They are guessing,
according to the letter and/or word shapes.
•

Beginning readers are being asked to use context clues to decide what an unknown word could be.

This is when kids use what they understand, from the words that are around an unknown word, to help them guess
what the word could be.
•

Beginning readers are being asked to look for small words they know, inside of bigger words.

This is when kids use small words within other words to guess the word they’re reading. Like this: today or this:
nobody
But, wait! I see at in hate. I see hop in hope. I see to in toddler, and I see no in north. This is an inefficient strategy. It
rarely works!
Now, don’t get me wrong. Any of these strategies could be helpful when reading. I am positive that I use some
of these strategies from time to time. Don’t you? What I’m saying is that we should FIRST teach kids to decode
the words. That’s where we should begin instruction. Those strategies that I mentioned should be reserved for
AFTER we’ve used phonics rules to decode the words.
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Can you imagine having to guess words, having no idea about the code that is the foundation of our language?
And, please, understand that I do not believe folks set out to sabotage reading instruction in America. Perhaps the
F&P Cueing System has a place in our classrooms. And teachers are doing what they truly believe is right and good.
Our educators who are not teaching the code, likely, do not know the code! (I know that I was not taught to read in
that way.) Somehow, well-meaning teacher training institutions got off track. I am not placing blame. I’m just sharing
what I’m seeing.
Do your kids recognize that our language utilizes a code?
Do they realize that letters and letter combinations represent sounds?
Do they know that those sounds, together, make words we know?
Do they know how to spell those sounds?
If your kids know something about how words work, what don’t they know that might be impeding their
reading and spelling success?
We HAVE to teach the code.
Watch the video, below. After nearly completing this book, I found these people, many of whom I’ve long greatly
admired, saying what I’ve been trying to say over the past five years or so. I nearly cried with relief. I am not alone in
my quest to get to the real problem with literacy instruction.
Dysteachia Video from Children of the Code
So, if educators are not adequately teaching kids to read, it’s going to be up to you, the parents.
Here’s the thing: As I pored through the literature during the years of my doctoral studies (and as I continue to read,
voraciously, all I can on the topic), I learned that the foundational phonics instruction, along with lots of meaningful
language interaction, should be beginning before children even enter formal schooling. The achievement gap (the
difference between high achieving students and low achieving students) is in full swing years before kindergarten
students have even entered their first classrooms!
That’s when I realized that the re-training of classroom teachers would not be my focus. My focus would be to equip
parents who want to ensure that their young children are high achieving students. And my aim is not to provide some
parents with an edge to get ahead of others. My aim is to equip all parents so that all kids are high achieving students.
(One family at a time, right?)
“It is better to aim high and miss, than to aim low and hit.” ~ Les Brown
As I’ve been saying, building a strong foundation for reading necessarily involves the exploration of letters and
sounds, beginning with the most common sound each letter represents. This teaching should be in full swing while
children are still toddling about. Children should be playing with letters, sounds, and words from a very young age.
This play could involve anything from magnetic letters on the refrigerator, books featuring rhyming words and
alliteration (words beginning with the same sounds) and floating foam bathtub letters. Best yet, they should be
enjoying all of these activities— and more!
So, let’s begin!
Many parents seem to have an instinctive knack for opportunistic teaching. They continually slide meaningful nuggets
of information within the context of relevant experiences, and kids absorb it – almost like magic. For most of us,
however, it is hard work recognizing those moments, and we find ourselves coming up short. That’s why I created
lessons that generate enjoyable opportunities for children’s first teachers (that would be you, moms and dads) to
promote a strong foundation upon which your children’s literacy skills are built.
In the following lessons, I will systematically share the sounds, the spellings for the sounds, and lots of fun-focused
opportunities for practicing decoding and encoding those sounds that will help you to teach your children to read.
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Following is a chart showing 43 sounds of the English language as well as their spellings. There are fewer than 40
spelling guidelines or phonics rules that we use to spell those sounds. Don’t become overwhelmed. It’s manageable,
and it’s going to be a lot of fun— for you AND your young readers!
This graphic is from McGraw Hill’s SRA Open Court Reading program.
(I made a couple of adjustments that are shown in bold.)
I am not promoting SRA, but I did find this graphic helpful.
If you’d like to investigate SRA, further, here’s the link:
auburn.edu

English Phonemes, Spellings, Example Words, and Sound Analogies
Phoneme
/A/
/a/
/b/
/k/
/d/
/E/
/e/
/f/
/g/
/h/
/I/
/i/
/j/
/l/
/m/
/n/
/O/
/o/
/p/
/kw/
/r/
/s/
/t/
/U/
/u/
/v/
/w/
/ks/ or /gz/
/y/
/z/
/OO/
/oo/
/oi/
/ou/
/aw/
/ar/
/sh/
/hw/
/ch/
/th/ or /th/
/ng/
/zh/

Spelling(s) and Example Words
a (table), a_e (bake), ai (train), ay (say), ey (they)
a (flat)
b (ball), bu (build)
c (cake), k (key), ck (back), ch (chorus)
d (door)
e (me), ee (feet), ea (leap), y (baby), ey (key), ie (puppies)
e (pet), ea (head)
f (fix), ph (phone)
g (gas), gh (ghost), gu (guide)
h (hot)
i (I), i_e (bite), igh (light), y (sky), ie (pie)
i (sit)
j (jet), dge (edge), g[e, i, y] (gem)
l (lamp)
m (my), mb (thumb)
n (no), kn (knock)
o (okay), o_e (bone), oa (soap), ow (low), oe (toe)
o (hot), a[l] (tall), ough (thought)
p (pie)
qu (quick), ch (choir)
r (road), wr (wrong)
s (say), c[e, i, y] (cent)
t (time), th (Thomas)
u (future), u_e (use), ew (few), ue (cue)
u (thumb), a (about & yoga), e (loaded), o (wagon), oo (blood)
v (voice)
w (wash), wh (when)
x (box, exam)
y (yes)
z (zoo), s (nose)
oo (boot), u (truth), u_e (rude), ew (chew), ui (fruit)
oo (book), u (put)
oi (soil), oy (toy)
ou (out), ow (cow)
aw (saw), au (caught), a[l] (tall),
ar (car)
sh (ship), ti (nation), ci (special)
wh (white) (I simply teach that w-h says /w/ and, rarely, /h/.)
ch (chest), tch (catch)
th (thick, this)
ng (sing), nk (think)
s (measure)
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/er/

er (her), ir (sir), ur (fur) rarely: *ar (solar) *or (color) –These all say /r/.
http://opencourtreading.com

The Open Court Reading program is designed for classroom instruction. This program appears to address a lot of important components in
literacy instruction, however I’m not a proponent for using decodable books nor do I recommend rote memorization of letter combinations
utilizing flashcards.

Well, already we’ve completed a lot of work with phonemic awareness. Our kids are now able to recognize and
manipulate the sounds in words. If those skills aren’t mastered, our kids are at least improving. I recommend that you
spiral back, every so often, to some of those phonemic awareness activities. The great thing is, you can practice a lot
of these skills during most any leisure time activity. Your kids do not have to master all of the phonemic
awareness tasks before you present the phonics lessons featuring the letters of the alphabet. So, don’t wait!
We’re ready to move on and begin connecting letters with those sounds we’ve been noticing.
Remember, English is a code-based language. I will be sharing with you some fun-focused lessons intended to teach
your soon-to-be-readers that sound-symbol code. Here’s what’s happening: When we (readers) see letters, which are,
indeed, symbols, those letters prompt us to produce particular sounds, or phonemes. As we slide those sounds
together, in the order they are presented, employing the code, we will (hopefully!) recognize our utterances as words
we know. Then we will understand the messages those utterances convey.
Eventually, with lots of meaningful practice, our kids will only rarely find it necessary to sound through words,
symbol by symbol. Over time, they will begin to recognize words, on sight. With practice, the rate (or speed) at which
they are able to recall words on sight will increase, too. But, in the beginning stages we absolutely MUST begin with
the sound-by-sound decoding.
Think about learning to type. We began, letter by letter, pecking around the keyboard. With lots of practice, our
fingers begin going to the keys, seemingly, without much awareness of the individual letters. Am I right?
You should know, there have been many children who’ve learned to “read” almost exclusively by memorizing sight
words. I’m not saying that it’s impossible. But I am saying that it is very likely that those kids are terrible spellers.
They either become frustrated with writing because they know that the words they’ve written are not spelled correctly
(the words don’t look right to them) and the kids cannot move forward, or they are poor spellers who have no idea
that they’re terrible spellers. I hate to say this, but people make assumptions about people who are poor spellers. We
think they aren’t well educated, they aren’t smart, that they’re lazy, or that they just don’t care. In fact, that is rarely
the case. Poor spellers are usually victims of inadequate instruction. That’s it.
That leads me to a story.
When I first met my friend, Tammy, it was because she’d somehow heard that Book Bums was the place to find
excellent, literacy-focused tutors. (Book Bums was our little café’ in West Chester, Ohio that served, for five years, to
promote reading, writing, speaking, and listening while also serving up great food and delicious coffee drinks.) On the
date of our first meeting, after I’d completed a quick spelling assessment with her son, Tammy and I began to talk
about her frustration with her son’s education. Tammy is a teacher. She knew that something wasn’t quite right with
her son’s reading, so she had taken him for an evaluation with a therapist of some sort. The therapist told her, “Your
son has a severe case of the ABT’s. Tammy grew even more worried. What in the world, she thought, are the ABT’s?
She explained to me that ABT means “ain’t been taught.” The therapist was saying what Tammy had somehow
known. Her son had not been taught to decode. He’d been taught with those ineffective guessing strategies.
When I explained the lessons we used to teach kids how words work, Tammy was ecstatic. In fact, after seeing the
lessons and the gains her son was making—and how quickly he was putting the pieces all together, she wanted to be
trained to teach with us, at Book Bums. She became an amazing tutor, because she recognized the value of what we
were doing. By the way, her son was back on track and, truly, a shining star in his classroom within a year or so. His
gains showed, both on his grade cards and in his standardized test scores.
Before I begin sharing with you the phonics lessons that helped to turn things around, I want to remind you of my
philosophy for teaching kids.
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Please remember that we want our kids to want to spend time with us, learning how to read. That means we need to
be positive, encouraging, and fun-focused. We don’t shy away from acknowledging that learning to read can be hard
work, but we want our kids to recognize that delightful results come with that hard work. It will be important to
continually note your children’s improvements along the way, no matter how small. We don’t want to use flamboyant
praises. We’ll just say things like, “You’re really remembering the sounds, now!” or “Wow. You just don’t give up.
You’re sticking with it and thinking so hard. Nice work!” Just genuinely speak aloud the positive things that you’re
seeing your children doing well.
Dr. Howard Glasser calls this Experiential Recognitions or "Polaroids."
Essentially, that’s when parents (or teachers) speak aloud what they see their children doing well. The parents
observe and verbalize their children’s attributes of greatness in a way that the children believe, because they’re
providing evidence of greatness in that moment. Think of this verbal picture of what we see kids doing well as shining
light on their greatness. It’s a way of honoring kids. Sound interesting?
Check out this book:

Transforming the Difficult Child, The Nurtured Heart Approach
Though Dr. Glasser’s primary focus is transforming the intense or difficult child, the strategies he shares are
beneficial for everyone.
I strive to instill greatness, each year, into the students in my classroom, utilizing this approach.
I highly recommend this book.
Remember to schedule your foundation-building work-time for when everyone will have patience and you’ll each
genuinely look forward to the activities. If you feel your young reader might be getting a bit frustrated, at any time
during a lesson, set it aside, with no negative remark or comment, and come back to it later. Do the same if YOU are
getting frustrated. Kids can always tell when they aren’t measuring up in our eyes, and we want to avoid that at all
costs. You might want to drop a tantalizing hint about what you’ll be doing the next time you work on a Building
Block lesson together. Try to convey that they have something to look forward to.
Let’s get started.
Now, we’re going to sing that catchy A-B-Cs song, slap some letter magnets on the fridge or magnet board, and get
out those alphabet puzzles.
As you host each of the following literacy-focused play dates with your kids, I’d like for you to feature the letters and
letter combinations on your refrigerator or another magnetic surface in a prominent place in your home so that you’ll
be prompted to review the lessons often throughout the day.
I admit it. I am a bit picky about things in my house as far as the décor goes. You may be, too. If that’s the case, you
(like me) may have an aversion to primary colored letters hanging around. I solved the problem by visiting my local
hardware store. I bought some spray plastic primer and some spray chalk paint, and now I’ve got letters I can live
with! Here’s what I used:
•

jumbo lower case magnetic letters
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•

spray primer for plastic

*I used black primer for my classroom letters and white primer for the letters in my house.
•

black chalkboard spray paint

*I used black chalkboard paint for my classroom and cream chalk paint for the letters in my house.
We’re going to have lots of fun making and playing with tools designed expressly to help your kids remember the
names of the letters of the alphabet as well as the sounds each letter represents. Remember, what kids really enjoy
(need, actually) is getting your feedback about how they’re doing with all of those things. YOU provide the energy
that grows your kids into readers!
Here we go!
BUILDING BLOCK #7- The Alphabet: Learning the Letter Names and Their Corresponding Sounds
Materials you will need for all of the Alphabet Building Block Lessons are listed here. They are divided according to
the lessons where they will be needed. The materials will also be listed, for each lesson, before each lesson plan.
BUILDING BLOCK #7a- Alphabet Banner
•

•

How Rocket Learned to Read, Tad Hills

name tags (one for each of you)-just this one time (You’ll see why.)

Name Tags like Rocket's
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•

sentence strips, 3” x 24” strip of paper (two for each student)

Sentence Strips
•

2” lowercase alphabet letters

BUILDING BLOCK #7b- Alphabet Board Game
•

Book Bums A-B-C board game
•

•

Crayon or colored pencil

Movers (coin, cereal or candy piece, glass gem, shape erasers, etc.)
•

Die

To make your own dice:
Print Your Own Dice
or
Make Your Own Polymer Clay Dice
BUILDING BLOCK #7c- Alphabet Robot
•

•

Small Primary Color Gift Bags (small: 5.25” x 8.5” x 3.5")

Book Bums Red cardboard tongue (on red cardstock)
•

•

Scotch Tape

Wiggle Eyes (about 1”)
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•

•

Glue Dots

Book Bums A-B-C Flip Cards

BUILDING BLOCK #7d- Handwriting, The Lower Case Letters
•

The Best Pencils, sharpened

• The Claw Pencil Gripper
(I cannot recommend these highly enough!)

Book Bums handwriting paper

•
•

Book Bums handwriting instruction sheet

BUILDING BLOCK #7e- ABCs Snack Time Practice
•

•

Froot Loop ABC Fruit Snacks

Newman's Own Alphabet Cookies

•

Alpha-Bits Cereal
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•

Wilton 50 Piece ABC Cookie Cutter Set

BUILDING BLOCK #7f- Alphabet Soup
•

ABC Cookie Cutter SetCampbell's Alphabet Soup (with chicken)

•

Learning Resources Bright Bites Alphabet Soup

•

Alphabet Soup book

Now, let’s get started.
Have all of the listed materials, for each day’s Building Block lesson, set up in the space you’ll be using. Turn off
your phone, and prepare to really engage with your young readers.
BUILDING BLOCK #7a- Literature Connection, Alphabet Banner
•

How Rocket Learned to Read, Tad Hills
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•

Name Tags like Rocket's (one for each of you)-just this one time (You’ll see why.)

•

Sentence Strips, 3” x 24” strip of paper (two for each student)

•

2” lowercase alphabet letters

To begin the lesson, write your names on your nametags, place yours on your chest and your children’s onto their
chests, and then read How Rocket Learned to Read, by Tad Hills. This book is perfect! It’s like Hills wrote it with the
express purpose of encouraging kids to learn to read! He conveys the message that the stories are delicious and that
learning to read takes time and practice, but it’s well worth the effort. He wraps all of that into a captivating story
about a dog, named Rocket, who learns to read from a delightful, wise, yellow bird.
While reading, when you get to the page where Rocket’s wearing his nametag, notice that you, too, have nametags
on- just like he does! J Look to see, for a moment, what letters are on YOUR nametags that are the same as or
different from Rocket’s.
As you continue reading, you’ll notice that Hills spells some words within the text. Rather than naming the letters as
you read, please make the sounds those letters represent. The book might say w-i-n-d. Don’t name the letters. Say,
“/w/-/i/-/n/-/d/” and have your child determine the word for which you made the sounds in the same way you did for
Phonemic Awareness, Building Block #4, I Say it Slowly, You Say it Quickly. Please note that there are some words
that cannot be sounded letter by letter, like F-A-L-L. I read those words, separating them by phonemes (or sounds),
not acknowledging each individual letter. I say /f/-/o/-/l/. We’ll teach those tricky sounds and spellings, soon, but
we’re not there, yet.
After you’ve finished reading the book, flip back to the two-page-spread that shows the alphabet banner. Point to each
letter and sing the a-b-c song. Tell your children that, today, they will be making an alphabet banner similar to the
Little Yellow Bird’s “wondrous, mighty, gorgeous alphabet” banner. (She’s right, by the way. The alphabet is “Where
it all begins.”)
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Use the long sentence strip, the side with a single line toward the bottom of the paper. Invite your children to begin
attaching the alphabet letter stickers, one-by-one, in a-b-c order, to the sentence strip. If they cannot recall which letter
comes next, invite them to refer to Rocket’s alphabet banner. Sing the song as many times as needed to determine
which letter they should add to their banners next. As you’re placing the letters on the banner, it’d be great if you
made connections with the letters. You could say things like, “That’s a letter c. It almost looks like a circle that’s not
quite closed. Can you find the letter that is a circle? That’s letter o.” Or you could say, “That’s the letter g. It looks
like an a with a tail that hangs down. Uncle Greg has two g’s in his name. It makes the sound /g/.”
Remember to help your children place the letters on the line so that letters with “tails” (g, j, p, q, and y) have their
“tails” hanging below the baseline. We want our kids to gain a strong sense of letter shapes as well as their
orientations on handwriting paper.
When you’ve completed the alphabet banner, use it to continue practicing naming each letter, singing as well as not
singing, as you touch each letter, with one-to-one correspondence. Sometimes kids sing the song and point to letters,
but their fingers are not on the same letters they are naming. You can point your finger above each letter as your
children point their fingers below each letter, matching your placement and timing as you sing the song.
You could even help to move their hands along so they point to the correct letters as you sing. To add some extra fun,
you could use nail polish to paint a your children’s pointer fingernails in a fancy way. As your kids get better and
better, you can play musical letters by singing and stopping, now and then, and having your kids name the letters
they’ve landed on.
Once they’ve got that, try pointing to letters, out of order, to see if your children can name each one without the
cueing of the song. Practice the ones they confuse after you provide some reminders or tips and tricks that will help
your children to recall the letter names.
Next, pretend that the alphabet strip is a computer. When your children touch a letter, you name the letter and make
the sound that letter represents. Then, after a few turns, you touch a letter so your children can make the sound that
letter represents. If they cannot make the sound right away, invite them to press the letter and you make the sound.
Then you press the letter and they can repeat the sound you made. In this way, you’re actually teaching and not just
quizzing. You could do that same letter three times in a row, if you can pull off a silly, trickster persona.
Ah. Let’s see. What about this one? (press g)
Now… this one? (press g)
How about THIS one? (press g)
J
Say things like, “What sound will we make when we see this letter?” Or, you can say, “Which letter is this one? What
comes next? Whoa! You’re getting so good at this!”
BUILDING BLOCK #7b- Alphabet Board Game
• Book Bums A-B-C board game
• Mover (coin, cereal or candy piece, glass gem, shape erasers, etc.)
• Crayon or colored pencil
• Die
To make your own dice:
Print Your Own Dice
or
Make Your Own Polymer Clay Dice
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For this game, you are going to need, for each student, a Book Bums A-B-C Board Game, a die, a mover, and a
crayon or colored pencil.
To begin, place the movers on START. Invite your students to roll the die. They’ll move the number of spaces
indicated on the die and will be asked to name the letter and produce the sound that the letter represents. When they
state the correct letter name and produce the correct sound, they’ll be invited to color in the space with the crayon or
pencil to show that they already know that one. Once a space is colored, you’ll will no longer land on that space at all.
You’ll skip over it, landing only on spaces that are not colored in. In this way, you’ll be practicing only the letters
your children are still confusing.
Again, it is important that you do some teaching here, as needed. If your children cannot name a letter, simply say
something like,
“That’s the letter F. When we see an f, we say /f/. My brother’s name is Frank. Uncle Frank’s
name begins with an f and it says /f/. Listen to that sound. Notice that my top teeth are on my
bottom lip and I’m puffing out a steady stream of air when I make it. What are some other words that
begin with /f/?”
By the way, if your children say that “phone” starts with /f/, you’ll agree that it does. But you may also add that
“phone” begins with a p-h which can also say /f/. Don’t shy away from the not-yet, but soon-to-be-learned rules. Just
acknowledge them as a matter of fact, and move on.
Celebrate every colored square, but also be generous about the ones that the kids don’t yet know. Make even the ones
they don’t know, fun. You could say, “Oh. That one is tricky!” or “The way I remember that one is . . .” or “Let’s
write that letter, on a piece of paper, and make a picture of something you LOVE that begins with that letter, then
we’ll tape it onto the fridge as a reminder.”
Make your tricks and tips sticky (as in- they’ll stick in your children’s minds) by 1) keeping it simple, 2) using the
unexpected (I have stooped to saying, “F makes the /f/ sound, like fart.”), 3) making it concrete (Involve the sensesBut hopefully not with the /f/ fart example!), 4) being credible, 5) tuning into emotions (appeal to their interests), and
6) using stories (especially ones that make the kids feel something).
These tips (think: S. U. C. C. E. S’s) come from the book, Made to Stick, by Chip and Dan Heath. I’m including a
picture and a link, in case you’re interested in checking it out.

Made to Stick
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By the way, the goal of the Alphabet Board Game is not to have every square colored in on day one. This game board
can be used over many days. On the back of the game board, you could record the first date and how many squares
were colored in. The next time you play, again, record the date and how many squares are colored in, now. Decide,
together, what you’ll do for a big celebration when all of the squares are colored!
Celebration Ideas: make cookies, go to the zoo (for an alphabet scavenger hunt?!), visit the park with freeze pops,
camp out in the living room, go to the library or bookstore, Facetime or Skype with grandparents to share the great
news, etc.
During our Book Bums classes, we did have kids who had tantrums, almost, because they did not like not getting to
color the box in. As a parent, you’ll have to decide how you’ll handle that. I’d hold firm, but that’s going to be up to
you. If you strive to avoid saying “No. You missed that one so you don’t get to color it in,” and instead say something
like, “That is a t and it sounds like this: /t/. Look at my teeth. The top ones are touching the bottom ones and my
tongue is tapping behind them. Teeth, tongue, and tap all start with t’s and the sounds we hear at the beginnings of
those words is /t/. T says /t/. I can’t wait until we land on it again!”
BUILDING BLOCK #7c- Alphabet Robot

•

Small Primary Color Gift Bags (small: 5.25” x 8.5” x 3.5")

•

Scotch Tape

•

Wiggle Eyes (about 1”)

•

Glue Dots

•

Book Bums A-B-C Flip Cards

You’ll want to take care of some preparations before you invite your children to join you.
First, open up the colored gift bag. Use the provided pattern to cut out the two designated rectangular slots from the
front of the bag, with the smaller opening toward the top, and the larger opening near the base.
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Then, cut out the red tongue and tape it so that the tape is affixed inside the bag, about halfway up, on the opposite
side from the cutout holes. The tongue will be sticking out of the bottom slot in the front. (see photo) It may help to
place a piece of tape to the underside of the tongue, connecting it to the bottom of the bag, too. This pulls the tongue
away from the top of the slot and will allow the alphabet cards to slide down the tongue more easily.
----Now, with your kids, remove a piece of plastic from one side of a glue dot, and have them press a wiggly eye onto
that sticky dot. When it’s affixed, remove the plastic from the other side of the sticky dot and ask your children to
then place the eyeball onto the Alphabet Robot, above the top cutout that you made in the bag. Do the same with the
second eyeball.
Finally, give your children the baggy containing the Book Bums alphabet flip letters (or just a few cards at a time).
There’s an uppercase letter on one side and a lowercase letter on the opposite side, flipped upside down.
To make the Robot work, simply hold a card, nearly flat against the front of the bag, with the top of the card by the
top slot. Tip the card into the slot, and out, sliding along the red tongue, will come the flipped card revealing the same
letter in the opposite case (upper or lower). This is just another fun way to review letter sounds and to promote
recognition of both the upper and lower case letters.
The kids think it’s almost magical! (Hint: When they get older, you can make the same kind of robot to for math fact
practice.)
Letter Monster in Action
(The above link is a video showing how the Letter Monster works! It’s on my Facebook pagehttps://www.facebook.com/drchristinawilliams/. Like this page if you want to add even more fun-focused literacypromoting activities to your days with your young readers!)
Remember, most of this practice may, indeed, be teaching, not quizzing. If your children don’t know many of the
letters and sounds, you’ll be mostly saying the letter names, and making the sounds, while helping your children to
make connections that will make it easier for them to remember the alphabetic code. If that is the case, just choose
about 3-5 letters a day to practice, continually adding to the stack, for review. It will help if the letters you choose
each day look and sound different from one another.
I’d begin with the letters in the kids’ first names. Then you could move on to the letters in their last names, family
members’ names, pet names, etc. Be sure to teach the sound the letter represents at the same time you review letter
names.
The only alphabet video that I recommend (so far) is Have Fun Teaching’s A-B-C Rap. (Trust me. I’ve watched
a LOT of them. My poor husband . . .)
To check it out, click here: Have Fun Teaching's ABC Rap
I like this one because:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They make the sound only one time. This is very important. When kids are decoding words, we don’t want
them saying, “/b/, /b/, /b/, /i/, /i/, /i/, /g/, /g/, /g/. When associating a sound with a letter, we should make the
sound one time.
They make a pure sound for each letter. For example, for the letter s, they make the sound /s/ (like a stream of
air, through a toothy smile) and not /suh/.
They show both the upper case and lower case letters, correctly formed, throughout the song.
They indicate that two letters have two sounds each (q = /kw/ and x = /ks/).
They share that there are two kinds of letters, consonants and vowels.
They begin slowly, and then they speed up, so kids can echo the sounds initially, and they’re sort of
challenged to keep up the second time around.
The graphics are colorful but clear.
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•
•

There are no dorky characters or weird voices.
It’s catchy. J

BUILDING BLOCK #7d- Handwriting, The Lower Case Letters
•

The Best Pencils, sharpened pencil

•

The Claw Pencil Gripper

•

Book Bums handwriting paper

•

Book Bums handwriting instruction sheet

Okay, you’re teaching your kids letter names and sounds. So, why not teach them to form each letter correctly in the
process?
In my classroom, I spend time every day for about two weeks working on proper letter formation. I feel it is of great
benefit to get this skill under control so that my students can focus on conveying their ideas and not get hung up on
inefficient letter formation.
I make it so much fun that my students truly look forward to handwriting practice more than any other beginning
of the year activity!
At Book Bums, I hosted weeklong, one hour, handwriting workshops for more than 20 kids at a time, charging $25
per child! And I still have parents begging me to do those workshops! I taught students from ages 4 ½ to 12.
Together. No joke! And every single student absolutely loved coming to that class!
The way I teach it is almost magical. The magic comes when kids learn to really try something that’s not easy, and
quickly experience the success that results from hard, hard work.
First, I don’t just show letters and have kids do a worksheet for each letter.
I provide explicit instruction, with sticky tricks and tips. And while kids are practicing each letter (dozens and dozens
of times) I cruise around the room checking to be sure each student is forming that letter in exactly the way I have
directed. I don’t look at the letters they’ve written. I actually watch them form them.
For many first graders and second graders, this is a time for breaking bad habits. It can be more frustrating for them
than for beginning writers. Whew! It’s really tough to kick a bad habit!
When I come along side a child who is forming a letter incorrectly, I strive to avoid saying the word no.
I frame each comment in such a way as to inspire my students to form the letters the way I’ve directed. I encourage
them to try it again, while I am watching, and I remind them of the formation directions. I stay by their sides until I’ve
seen them make the letter correctly. If they begin to form the letter incorrectly, I say, “Wait, wait, wait! Start the letter
at the top, “ or “Where will you begin? Yes! Now go, up, up, up- like a rainbow. Perfect!” or “Follow my pencil with
your pencil, like follow the leader.”
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At times, kids can become very frustrated, even near tears, but the celebration we enjoy for a job well done makes the
task worth it! I will not leave students’ sides until they’ve experienced success. I tell them that I don’t give up on kids,
and that together we will do this. Kids learn to persevere in their efforts toward excellence, and when they achieve
their goals it feels fantastic! And it’s contagious!
In school, I collect a sample of kids’ handwriting before this instruction begins. Then, the kids can compare their
handwriting along the way. Think of it as a before and after. It really is motivating!
The cool thing about teaching handwriting is that it is obvious, even to the kids themselves, that they absolutely, are
improving! Nothing is more motivating than the taste of success! And when their success is noticed by others? Well,
that’s just . . . magic!
I interrupt the handwriting practice sessions from time to time and declare things like, “Whoa! Joey was so used to
forming his c’s beginning at the bottom that it was very difficult for him to change his habit, but he stuck with it and
he’s got it now! Everyone, let’s clap and cheer for Joey! If you need a reminder about how to make a c, Joey’s the guy
to see!” Already, my kids are learning to persist, even when it’s difficult, because the sense of pride that comes with
teaching yourself to do something that isn’t easy is well worth the effort.
Try to use that kind of encouragement as you work with your children, too.
When teaching proper letter formation, I use a particular progression that I created because it makes sense to me.
I begin with the letter c, and we make lots of them. Then I say, “If you can make a c, you can make an o. They begin
exactly the same, but rather than stopping, I continue on to close the circle.” Then we make lots and lots of o’s. I go
from table to table, correcting, encouraging, and cheering my students on. I begin at a different table each time, so no
one group is always last. While I’m cruising around, the students continue making the targeted letter until I say to
stop. Some children fill whole pages with letters, while others slowly plod along making far fewer of the same letters.
I encourage students to “pick up the pace” a bit, so they’ll soon be able to record their ideas more fluently. I typically
ask, “Which letter that you just made is your favorite? Circle it. And start your circle like a c, too!” Then I
demonstrate the next letter in the progression. (See the progression sheet, included.) After about a week or two, most
everyone knows how to form all of the lower case letters correctly. I often see students revert back to old practices in
their everyday writing, but I kindly and consistently ask the students to change the incorrectly formed letter to a
correctly formed one. I state that I understand the frustration. It’s terribly difficult to break old habits! But it’s worth
it!
And when you’ve taught kids how to compliment others’ handwriting, well now you’re onto something! J
As I write this, it is the beginning of a new school year. I have gone through my new students’ files, and I have taken
notes about the skills that are in place and where I will need to begin instruction. Of my 26 new students, three of
them have good handwriting skills. And two of them have the same last names! That means that parents probably
took the lead and taught (or asked someone else to teach) their kids how to form their letters correctly.
Here’s the thing: Kids with good handwriting look smarter. They do! It looks like they took their time and did their
best work. Kids with poor handwriting look like they rushed and didn’t do their best work when perhaps they did try
very hard. They just haven’t been taught to use efficient, neat handwriting.
BUILDING BLOCK #7e- ABCs Snack Time Practice
•

Froot Loop ABC Fruit Snacks

•

Newman's Own Alphabet Cookies
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•

Alpha-Bits Cereal

•

Wilton 50 Piece ABC Cookie Cutter Set

Believe it or not, it’s getting harder and harder to find treats featuring the alphabet. I added some ideas, here, so that
you could purchase or make your own a-b-c treats. What a fun way to practice those letters and sounds!
BUILDING BLOCK #7f- Alphabet Soup
•

Campbell's Alphabet Soup (with chicken)

Alphabet soup is good fun for everyone! Enjoy some for lunch or dinner, and review those letter names and sounds as
your fill your bellies.
•

Learning Resources Bright Bites Alphabet Soup

I bought these for my granddaughter who’s two. The pieces are fairly small, so she only plays with them with
supervision, but they are a HIT! I wish the letters were lowercase rather than uppercase, but they work! She also gets
good practice using fine motor skills as she scoops letters from the bowl into her spoon.
•

Alphabet Soup book
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This book is about a boy who won’t eat his lunch, so his mom leaves him to finish on his own. The boy, inspired by
the items sitting on the kitchen table, imagines a story where problems are solved as he makes words using the letters
he dips onto his spoon from his bowl of alphabet soup. It’d be great to come back to this book, time and time again, as
kids are able to decode more and more words, so they could decode the words he makes with letters on his spoon.
I’ve added some additional alphabet-inspired toys. If you have a few children or you teach other kids, these are
relatively inexpensive items, and they go a long way in helping to teach kids the letters and sounds with a focus on
fun!
•

Spot It Alphabet Game

This game is a fun game! The adults in my family had fun with it for a few days in a row. We agreed that it was a bit
too much for my 26-month-old granddaughter, but it won’t be for long! Soon it will be great to take to restaurants to
play as we wait for our orders to arrive.
•

Alphabet Alligators Upper and Lower Case Matching

These were an instant hit with our granddaughter! She calls them her dinosaurs, but other than that she totally gets
them. We take the alligators apart and she puts them back together. My main job is to reinforce the letter names and
sounds. I say things like, “Oh. That’s an uppercase o and that’s a lowercase o. Those letters look the same, except the
uppercase o is bigger. When we see an o we make the sound /o/ (and I make a circle around my open mouth) like an
opera singer.” Note that there are only 13 alligators, as the letters are printed on both sides of the alligators. This
makes it difficult to do things like make words with the alligators, but for letter learning, they’re great!
•

Popsicle Alphabet

These popsicles were also very well received! Note that there are only 13 popsicles, because there are letters printed
on both sides. When they are spread out as they are in the picture above (letters a-m), you simply flip them over,
beginning with a, to continue the alphabet (letters n-z). We had fun placing the Bright Bites Alphabet Soup letters
onto the popsicles, matching one letter with another!
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QUICK PRINT TOOL-

Letter Formation Guide
When teaching children to use legible and efficient handwriting, you must sit alongside them and be a fully engaged
encourager. Handwriting is rewarding to teach because kids see results from their efforts very quickly. When you begin, your child
will make a LOT of c’s. We want to build some muscle memory, fine motor strength, and stamina, so keep them going. Every so
often, draw a heart or star above really well formed letters. A smile and a nod of the head go a long way. Celebrate the good stuff
with sincere enthusiasm and correct as needed. Stay positive, and you’ll soon see great results!

c, o, a, d, g, q u, s, f, e
First, each letter c begins just below the dotted mid-line. Move your pencil- going up, up, up- like an rollercoaster with the top
of the rollercoaster scraping the middle line or mid-line. Then, slide down and around to the bottom (or base line), and curve back
up. Start each letter where you see the star. Note that a c is almost a circle.
Next, if you can make a c, you can make an o. Just make a c and close it up.
If you can make an o, you can make an a. Just close up the c and go up to touch the middle line and bounce back down to the
bottom line to make an a. These will not work unless your child begins like a c!
If you can make an a, you can make a d. Instead of stopping at the middle line, just go straight up, way up, to the top line, and
then bounce back down to the base line.
If you can make an a, then you can also make a g. Instead of stopping at the bottom line, just bring the straight stick way down
and curve a tail under the ball.
If you can make a g, you can make a q. just curve the tail the other way to catch the u that you’ll make right next to the q. Q is
always next to his best buddy, u. A u is just like an a, but it doesn’t have the rollercoaster hill.
An s begins like a c, too. Make a rollercoaster, but then push in and curve back out.
An f begins like a c, but it’s way up high, with the rollercoaster touching the top line. Then, make a straight stick down. Cross
the f by moving your pencil, left to right on the middle line. Left handed writers push to make the crossing line while right handed
writers pull across.
To make an e, simply make the same kind of line you made to cross the f, just below the mid-line, and, without lifting your
pencil, make a c around it.
Please be sure your child understands that some letters are small, some letters are tall, and some letters hang down. Kids must
remember that each letter can only take one or two spaces. A letter cannot be tall and hang below the base line.
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i, r, n, m, p, j

Begin each of the next letters on the middle/dotted line with a straight stick downward. I say, “down dot” over and over as kids
form the letter i.
Once the letter i is automatic, then say, “If you can make an i, you can make an r.” It’s just a “down and bounce.”
If you can make an r, you can make an n. You just move your pencil down, bounce, and bring the pencil all the way down to
form a full rainbow.
If you can make an n, you can make an m. It’s just a down, bounce, bounce- with two rainbows.
For the letter p, we begin in the same manner as we did the letter r, but we’ll let the stick on the p “hang down low” and then
bounce to make a rainbow and we’ll close it at the bottom.
For the letter j, we just make an i and let it “hang down low” and then curl the tail like a g.

l, h, b, t, k
Letter I is formed with a straight stick down, too, but it begins, not on the dotted line, but on the top line. These letters are tall, so
none of them is going to hang low. We say, “straight stick down” as we form the letter l.
Then say, if you can make an l, you can make an h. It’s just a straight stick down with a bounce.
To make a b, you just make an h and close it up at the bottom. I often say, “bat, bounce, ball.”
To make a t, just make an l and cross it in the same way we crossed the f, on the mid-line.
The letter k is a little tricky. It’s three straight sticks down. It begins like an l, but then the second move is from the dotted line
into the stick of the l, sliding down. Next, we begin in the middle of that sliding line and make another line sliding down, in the
opposite direction, to the base line. When I use handwriting paper or notebook paper, I say, “Start at the top- straight stick down.
The next stick is from blue (the mid-line) to black (your pencil line), and then black (your pencil line) to blue (the base line). It
should look a bit like an upper case t (T) leaning against a letter l.

v, w, x, y, z
The rest of the letters are just straight sticks. For a v, we slide down a mountain and climb back up.
To make a w, we do that twice. I often say that this letter should be called a double v!
To make an x, we slide down like were making a v, but instead of sliding back up, we lift our pencils back to the top and cross
the first stick in the middle.
The letter y has the same movement. Begin like the first move of a v, and lift your pencil like you’re going to cross it, but instead
of crossing it in the middle (like an x), cross it at the bottom or base line, and let it hang down low.
To make a z, slide the pencil across the mid-line, left to right, just as we did when crossing the f and the t, then slide the pencil
down at an angle, and, finally, zip straight back along the base line (left to right).
That’s it. Do four to six letters a day, but practice until they are automatic. The next day, start with c again, but you won’t make
as many. Continue, each day, beginning with the letters you’ve already done, and then introduce a new letter.
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After you’ve completed all of the letters, practice writing names, common words, etc. When students begin to focus on spelling,
they tend to forget about forming letters correctly. Continue to sit along side your child to be sure old habits do not creep in! After
practicing spelling words, begin practicing writing sentences. And then, with your encouraging guidance, move on to more
demanding tasks while keeping an eye on letter formation. It’ll stick!
This sentence has every letter in it: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. J
Here is a quick reference tool that may be helpful when you simply need a reminder of the progression:
Starts like a rainbow, just under the mid-line, moving up, up, up, and around counter-clockwise--c, o, a, d, g, qu, s --- f (tall), e (starts like crossing line of f, then moves to a c formation)
Starts with a straight stick moving downward from mid-line--i, r, n, m, p, j
Starts with a straight stick moving downward from top line--l, h, b, t, k
Starts with a diagonal line moving from left to right--v, w, x, y--- z (starts like crossing line of f, then moves to a diagonal line)
Here are some additional ideas for practicing tricky letters:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write, or type and print (in a large, simple font-with a space between each letter to allow room for cutting)
your children’s names. Help them cut out each letter. Place the letters in a bowl or basket and have your
children pull letters out, one at a time, and name them and identify the corresponding sound. Do this with two
names, mixed together, to add some challenge. You may wish to add a lowercase letter of your children’s
names as well as the uppercase letter. Please DO say that names begin with upper case, or capital, letters.
Explain that we see lowercase letters far more often than uppercase. That is why we will dedicate most
practice to the lowercase letters.
Using a squirt bottle or squirt gun, squirt water to draw the letters onto a dry driveway or sidewalk (If it’s
snowy, use colored water.) over and over again.
Use a wet (with water) paintbrush to “paint” letters on a chalkboard or dry sidewalk.
Use cooked noodles to make letters on the table.
Make Play-doh snakes and form letters with them.
Use sidewalk chalk outside to practice writing the letters and making the sounds.
Use bathtub markers or crayons in the tub to practice writing the letters and making the sounds.
Use washable markers and feature a letter on both your hand and your children’s hands. Give each other high
fives, throughout the day, saying, “High five for letter ___!”
Make a collection spot (in a bin, on a towel, inside a hula hoop) with the lower case form of the letter written
on a piece of paper, and have your kids go on a letter-sound hunt, gathering items that begin with that sound.
*If it’s the correct sound but it begins with another letter, note that the sounds are the same, but indicate
the other letter(s) that make the same sound using a different spelling. Don’t go on and on about how
unpredictable or “dumb” our language is. Just be matter of fact, and move on.

•

•

Get three different bowls or washcloths, spread them flat, and label them (with a sticky note or index card)
with different letters. Then, write the three different letters five times each, and hide them or post them around
your home. Have your children find them, one at a time, and sort them into the correct bins, naming the letters
and making the sounds.
Draw a few tricky letters with glue, one letter each, on its own half sheet of copy paper. Let the letters dry
thoroughly. Have your child do a crayon rubbing with a full, clean sheet of copy paper placed on top, to reveal
each mystery letter. Say, “Oh! That’s a letter ___. I can tell because it has ___ and ___. The sound we make
when we see a(n) ___ is /___/. You say that!”
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•
•
•

•

•

Make some instant pudding, and spread the pudding on a small cookie sheet or on a large plastic plate.
Practice making the letters in pudding as you would in finger paints. (Pudding is much yummier!)
Pour some sugar on a dark, plastic plate or a box lid, so it just covers the bottom of the plate. Write letters in
the sugar, with your fingers (as you would with a stick in some sand). Keeping the plate flat on the table, you
can shake it, gently, from side to side, to erase the letters and then make a new letters.
Use 9 x 12 construction paper to cut out letters that are tricky for your children. Invite them to glue items
beginning with the sound (and spelling), onto the letter cutouts. For example, they could glue noodles onto a
lowercase n. They could glue Frosted Flakes onto a lowercase f. Think of something with which your children
will most easily connect.
I strongly encourage you to find connecting “hooks” for your kids. Use a reminder motion, and notice, aloud,
what your mouths are doing when you are making the sounds. Think creatively! If your child cannot recall the
sound for a letter, you might say, for example, “That’s letter m. It makes the sound we make when we eat
M&Ms… Let’s rub our tummies and say ‘Mmm’ because they are yummy! M’s make the /m/ sounds in the
word mommy, too. See how we put our lips together and make the yummy sound when we say mommy?”
Use Bananagram letter tiles and do a letter hunt. E.g. Find all of the letter f’s. You can hide particular letters
in plastic Easter eggs (or another set of closeable containers) to spell a loved one’s name or a meaningful
word. (It’s best if it’s a decodable word.)

*If you don’t already have these, I would love for you to invest in a bag of Bananagrams. You can review letter
names and sounds, and later we can use them to make words. Appleletters are good, too. You’ll only need one or the
other, not both. I prefer Bananagrams. I wish I could have these tiles with lowercase letters, too!

Bananagrams

Appletters

Be sure to practice any tricky letters with your children, so that the next time you play the board game, they will
certainly enjoy some success.
May I also recommend Leap Frog’s Fridge Phonics? It’s one of the first gifts I purchased for my granddaughter!

Leap Frog Fridge Phonics

QUICK PRINT TOOL-
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